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For all enquiries relating to this agenda please contact Mark Jacques
(Tel: 01443 864267 Email: jacqum@caerphilly.gov.uk)

Date: 17th September 2021

Dear Sir/Madam,
A meeting of the Gwent Police and Crime Panel will be held at the Chamber, Penallta House,
Tredomen Business Park, Ystrad Mynach, CF82 7PG on Friday, 24th September, 2021 at 10.00
am to consider the matters contained in the following agenda.
The any member of the press or public wish to attend the meeting live, please contact us in order to
make the necessary arrangements for you to be invited as a guest observer via telephone
conference or Microsoft Teams. If you wish to attend in person please contact as soon as possible
so we may advise you of the Coronavirus safety arrangements for all attendees. Please note that in
order to comply with social distancing spaces will be limited.
.
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Agenda Item 1

SUBJECT:

GWENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL CO-OPTED MEMBERS

DATE:

24TH SEPTEMBER 2021

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

To consider recommendations of the interview panel for the appointment of co-opted members
to serve on the Gwent Police and Crime Panel.

2.

LINKS TO STRATEGY

2.1

The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 requires the establishment of a Police
and Crime Panel (PCP) within each police force area to support and challenge the local Police
and Crime Commissioner.

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

A Police and Crime Panel is required to appoint a minimum of 2 Co-opted Members but can
resolve to appoint more, subject to the subsequent approval of the Home Secretary.

4.

APPOINTMENT PROCESS

4.1

The Gwent Police and Crime Panel agreed at its meeting on 5th March 2021 that the panel’s
Vice Chair and two panel members along with the host authority’s lead officer would act as the
interview panel. The interview panel was given authority to recommend 2 candidates to be coopted members. The appointment of co-opted members is subject to the interview panel being
satisfied that the candidates fulfil the key competencies. A copy of the Gwent Police and Crime
Panel Co-opted Member Role Description is attached at appendix 1.

4.2

The interview panel was made up of the following members:

•
•
•
•

Councillor Colin Mann, Vice Chair Gwent Police and Crime Panel
Councillor Tony Easson, Member Gwent Police and Crime Panel
Councillor Jason Jordan, Member Gwent Police and Crime Panel
Mrs Catherine Forbes-Thompson, Lead Officer Gwent Police and Crime Panel

4.3

An advert for the statutory Co-opted Members was placed in the Western Mail on 14th June
2021 this was also promoted on the website of the Gwent Police and Crime Panel and shared
on Twitter. Two applications were received before the closing date of 5th July 2021.

4.4

The interview panel assessed the applications and both applicants met the requirements,
therefore both were invited to interview on 27th July 2021.

4.5

The interview panel subsequently recommend that the following be appointed as independent
co-opted members until the 31 October 2024 subject to Home Office approval:
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Mrs Gillian Howells
Mr Peter Nuttall
5.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

5.1

The Gwent Police and Crime Panel Arrangements outlines the amounts and limits for all
Panel Members allowances and expenses. Co-opted Members are therefore remunerated in
line with these arrangements and paid an attendance allowance and expenses for panel
meetings and training. The panel members allowances and expenses are funded from grant
funding provided by the Home Office to the lead authority.

6.

CONSULTATION

6.1

There are no consultation responses that have not been reflected in the recommendations of
this report.

7.

RECOMMENDATION

7.1

Appoint, Mr Peter Nuttall and Mrs Gillian Howells as co-opted Members of the Gwent Police
and Crime Panel until 31 October 2024, subject to Home Office approval.

8.

REASONS FOR THE RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1

To comply with the Police and Crime Panel’s statutory membership requirements.

9.

STATUTORY POWERS

9.1

Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011.

Author:

Catherine Forbes-Thompson, Scrutiny Manager and Lead Officer, Caerphilly County
Borough Council
Email: forbecl@caerphilly.gov.uk
Telephone: 01443 864279

Consultees:

Councillor Colin Mann, Vice Chair Gwent Police and Crime Panel
Councillor Tony Easson, Member Gwent Police and Crime Panel
Councillor Jason Jordan, Member Gwent Police and Crime Panel
Rob Tranter, Rob Tranter, Head of Legal Services and Monitoring Officer, Caerphilly
County Borough Council

Appendices:

Appendix 1 - Gwent Police and Crime Panel Co-opted Member Role Description
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GWENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL
CO-OPTED MEMBER
ROLE DESCRIPTION

1.

ROLE, PURPOSE AND ACTIVITY

1.1

As a Member of the Gwent Police and Crime Panel you will have
responsibility for supporting and challenging the Police Commissioner to
ensure their functions are exercised effectively.

1.2

To contribute to the Panel’s key statutory roles:


Supporting the Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner to exercise
their functions effectively.



Reviewing the Police Commissioner’s annual draft Police and Crime
Plan.



Reviewing the Police and Crime Commissioner’s annual draft budget.



Reviewing and scrutinising decisions and actions taken by the Police
and Crime Commissioner.



If necessary, reviewing the proposed appointment or removal of the
Chief Constable and other senior appointments.



Making reports or recommendations to the Gwent Police and Crime
Commissioner as needed.

1.3

The ability to think and make decisions strategically, informed by rigorous
analysis.

1.4

Take a balanced and objective approach in supporting the Gwent Police
and Crime Commissioner.

1.5

Act as a critical friend by challenging accepted views/or proposals for
change constructively.

1.6

Monitor performance effectively by interpreting and questioning complex
material including financial, statistical and performance information.

1.7

Contribute to developing a forward work programme.
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2.

INTERNAL GOVERNANCE, ETHICAL STANDARDS AND
RELATIONSHIPS

2.1

To understand the respective roles of the Police Commissioner, Police
Commissioners office, the Chief Constable and other stakeholders.

2.2

To establish excellent interpersonal relationships with other Panel
Members, the Police Commissioner, Police Commissioners officers, the
Chief Constable and other stakeholders.

2.3

Communicate effectively and influence explain your opinions positively
and clearly and a willingness to listen to and influence others.

2.4

To abide by the Police and Crime Panel’s rules of procedure.

2.5

To adhere to the highest standards of propriety and ethical behaviour.

3.

PERSONAL AND ROLE DEVELOPMENT

3.1

Undertake all relevant training and development that may be necessary
for the effective discharge of the above responsibilities.

4.

PARTICIPATING IN MEETINGS AND MAKING DECISIONS

4.1

To participate effectively in meetings of the Police and Crime Panel.

4.2

To make informed and balanced decisions, within the Panel’s terms of
reference, which accord with legal, constitutional and policy requirements.

5.

VALUES

5.1

To be committed to the following values of public office:


Openness and transparency



Honesty and integrity



Tolerance and respect



Equality and fairness



Appreciation of cultural difference



Sustainability
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Agenda Item 5

GWENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL
MINUTES OF THE REMOTE MEETING HELD VIA TEAMS
ON FRIDAY 5TH MARCH 2021 AT 10.00AM
Present:
Mrs G. Howells (Co-opted) – Chair
Councillor Colin Mann – Vice Chair
Councillor C. Forehead – Caerphilly County Borough Council
Councillors J. Jordan, W. Routley and M. Spencer - Newport County Borough Council
Councillor A. Easson – Monmouthshire County Borough Council
Mr P. Nuttall – Co-opted Member
By invitation:
Mr J. Cuthbert – Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
Ms E. Thomas - Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
Mrs S. Curley - Chief Executive, Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
Mr D. Garwood-Pask – Chief Finance Officer, Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
for Gwent
Mrs J. Regan – Head of Assurance and Compliance, Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Gwent.
Also in attendance:
Ms. A. Blakeman – Deputy Chief Constable, Gwent Police
Ms. V. Townsend – Superintendent, Gwent Police
Mr. S. Belcher – Chief Superintendent, South Wales Police
Mr R. Guest – Head of Communication and Engagement, Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Gwent.
Together with:
Mrs C. Forbes-Thompson (Scrutiny Manager - CCBC) and Ms C. Evans (Committee Services
Officer - CCBC)

1.

INTRODUCTION
The Chair opened the meeting and introductions were made.

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Mrs G. Howells and Mr P. Nuttall declared an interest in Agenda Item 6 – Gwent Police and
Crime Panel Co-Opted Members, as Co-opted Members to the Panel, and left the meeting
during consideration of the item.
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3.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors G. Kirby (Caerphilly County Borough
Council) Councillors L. Winnett and C. Meredith (Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council)

4.

GWENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL MEETING HELD ON 29TH JANUARY 2021
RESOLVED that the minutes of the Gwent Police and Crime Panel meeting held on 29th
January 2021 be approved as a correct record.

5.

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR GWENT’S UPDATE MARCH 2021.
The Police and Crime Commissioner provided the Panel with an update, which, at the time of
writing, Wales was at Alert Level 4, prior to which the Welsh Government announced a
national lockdown beginning in 19th December 2020. This period had resulted in significant
issues and challenges for policing, however the Gold group continued to meet daily to
manage the significant pressures and demands of policing a Pandemic.
The Panel were asked to note that the Commissioner, along with Police and Crime
Commissioners and Chief Constables across Wales have petitioned for the UK and Welsh
Governments to start prioritising vaccinations for police, front-line emergency services and
care workers, due to the significant risks they face on a daily basis with contact with the public
and risk of abuse and assaults. Whilst it was appreciated that there is an importance for the
most vulnerable in communities to be protected as priority, it was felt that a vaccination
programme for front-line emergency services should be made a priority. The Panel were
assured that these discussions are ongoing, and front-line staff will also include police medics,
custody staff, Area Support Officers and armed officers.
The Commissioner provided the Panel with an update on a National Review of the role of
Police and Crime Commissioners, which is being undertaken by the Home Office. It is hoped
that the outcome will be provided prior to the Police and Crime Commissioner Elections, in
order to provide candidates with details of any anticipated changes to the role.
Discussions took place around the budget and it was noted that the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner are currently waiting on confirmation of the budget allocation and the
possible impact of CSR and the funding formula.
The Panel thanked the Commissioner for his update and discussion ensued.
The Panel were pleased to note that the update document had recognised the work and risk
of abuse some retail staff have been subjected to during lockdown. The Commissioner
explained that, along with Superintendent Tom Harding of Gwent Police they attended an
event as part of the National Respect for Shopworkers Week. The event enabled them to
listen to the voices of retail workers from across Wales and it was noted that a recent survey
showed that 75 per cent of retail staff have seen an increase in abuse during the coronavirus
crisis. The event captured reports of a daily fear of abuse, theft and attack, and incidents in
Wales where staff have been spat at. As a result, work is now underway with Gwent Police
and USDAW (Trade Union) to campaign for zero tolerance for abuse against shopworkers,
and for people to report these incidents to the police.
A Member, in discussing Crime Prevention raised concerns for dogs not under control and the
risks this can pose to the public as well as the recent surge in reports on Social Media of dog
thefts. The Panel were assured that whilst these reports are distressing, they are not
common. Members were encouraged to report these incidents to the neighbourhood policing
teams, where incidents may be treated Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB).
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Discussions took place around assault on Police Officers and offences of spitting. The
Commissioner assured the Panel that these incidents are taken very seriously, prosecution is
sought where possible, and the Officer in question is offered the support they require.
Discussions took place around the Safeguarding and Victim Support Hubs and their location,
in particular in Monmouthshire. Whilst the Panel were assured that the hubs serve the whole
borough and their location is purely as a base and not a geographical limitation, the
Commissioner agreed to look at the position of the hub in Monmouthshire and what options
there are, if any for an additional hub.
The Panel thanked the Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner for the update.
6.

AUTOMATIC FACIAL RECOGNITION - PRESENTATION.
The Gwent Police and Crime Panel welcomed Superintendent V. Townsend and Chief
Superintendent S. Belcher who provide the Panel with a presentation on Facial Recognition
Technology.
The Panel were provided with a background on the Joint Digital Services Division and Strategy
which enables a provision of an effective digital policing service to 7,000 officers and staff and
around 2 million members of the public.
It was noted that Facial Recognition Technology (FRT) is software that can automatically detect
faces in an image or video and compare with a database of facial images. Operationally,
‘Retrospective Facial Recognition (RFR)’ is used to compare a crime scene image to a large
database of images and ‘Live Facial Recognition’ is used to march real time CCTV to a watch
list of persons of interest and alert when detected.
The Panel were informed that RFR is ‘slow time’ and compares still images of known suspects
and persons of interest against a custody database of circa 500,000 people and returning up to
200 results at any one time. The process combines cutting edge technology and an
experienced identification officer to make a possible match. The process has been used to
assist in the identification of hundreds of suspects across South Wales and has also been
utilised to identify individuals in other critical situations.
The Panel noted that the system works through day to day business and provides out of hours
urgent support; as well as through the provision of an FRT Mobile App, providing the power of
identification in your pocket, and is made available to all Officers.
The Panel noted that the business benefits include over 2,800 possible identifications with over
900 persons charged (February 2021) and between January and June 2020, over 1,800 images
were checked. The system has resulted in identification times being reduced significantly from
2-weeks to 1-hour and up to £250k of savings for forces with few than 3k officers.
In relation to Public Reassurance, the Panel noted that there is legislation surrounding the
system, and it has been thoroughly considered by the Gwent Ethics Committee. In addition,
supporting documentation has been provided for Officers and made available in the public
domain.
The Panel thanked the Officers for the detailed presentation and discussion ensued.
A Panel Member sought further information on the length of time the data is stored on the
system and sought further information around the ‘slow system’. Officers explained that the
data is stored inline with data retention rules and the system stores the images of those who
have been through custody, should there be a requirement, this can be compared to any CCTV
evidence that may be available.
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Discussions took place around access to the system and it was noted that the system can only
be accessed by Gwent and South Wales Police Forces and is not used to International issues.
The Panel were invited to visit the Digital Services Department.
Following consideration and discussion, the Officers were thanked for their detailed and
informative presentation.

7.

GWENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL CO-OPTED MEMBERS.
G. Howells and P. Nuttall declared an interest in this item and left the meeting during its
consideration.
The report sought the consideration of the Panel for the process for appointment of the two coopted members to serve on the Gwent Police and Crime Panel and to appoint three Panel
members to sit on the interview panel.
It was explained that a Police and Crime Panel is required to appoint a minimum of 2 Co-opted
Members. The appointment of the independent co-optees provides an opportunity to readjust
the experience, knowledge and skills available across the membership of a police and crime
panel. By carefully selecting individuals that complement the councillors nominated to the
panel, independent co-optees can be used to fill experience, knowledge and skill gaps to help
make the panel more effective.
The Gwent Police and Crime Panel Arrangements set out the appointment of co-opted
members and state that Co-opted Members term of office shall be until 31st October of the
same year as the next ordinary Police and Crime Commissioner election. The positions must
be re-advertised; however, this does not restrict Co-opted Members from reapplying or being
re-appointed to the position.
It was noted that the Panel Arrangements state that the Chair and Vice Chair of the Panel and
another Member of the Panel (the interview panel) supported by the Lead Officer to the Panel,
will interview those shortlisted. However, in this instance, the current chair is a co-opted
member. Therefore, the interview panel will need to comprise of the Vice- Chair and two other
Panel Members.
It was noted that following the interviews, a report with the recommendations of the three Panel
Members will be considered by the Gwent Police and Crime Panel, hopefully at the September
meeting. If approved the nominated co-opted members will be submitted to the Home Office
for approval.
The Gwent Police and Crime Panel thanked the Officer for the report and discussion ensued.
Following consideration and discussion, it was moved and seconded that the recommendations
in the report be approved. By show of hands this was unanimously agreed.
RESOLVED that for the reasons contained in the Officers report: -

8.

i)

The report be noted;

ii)

That two Panel Members (Councillors Anthony Easson and Jason Jordon, with
Councillors Williams Routley and Christine Forehead and substitute members)
be appointed to sit on the Interview Panel with the Vice Chair of the Gwent Police
and Crime Panel.

FORWARD WORK PROGRAMME
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Mrs Forbes-Thompson, Lead Officer for the Panel provided the Committee with an overview
of the Forward Work Programme.
It was noted that the next meeting, scheduled for 2nd July 2021 will consider the PCC Update,
Performance Framework, Annual Report and Road Safety, with additional items on the new
Gwent Police Operating Model, updates for the Police and Crime Plan and Crime Prevention
Plan following the elections.
In addition, further discussions will be required on reporting to the Panel on progress from the
Finance Sub-Group and Estates Sub-Group.
The Panel and Officers and all those present wished Jo Robinson the very best of luck in her
new job and thanked her for all the hard work and support of previous years, in particular with
the development of the Performance Management Framework.
Meeting Closed at 11.51am.
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Agenda Item 6

GWENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD AT PENALLTA HOUSE,
TREDOMEN BUSINESS PARK, YSTRAD MYNACH
ON FRIDAY 2ND JULY 2021 AT 10.00AM
Present:
Mrs G. Howells (Co-opted) – Chair
Councillor Colin Mann – Vice Chair
Councillor C. Meredith – Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council
Councillor C. Forehead – Caerphilly County Borough Council
Councillors J. Jordan and M. Spencer - Newport County Borough Council
Councillors A. Easson and P. Clarke – Monmouthshire County Borough Council
Mr P. Nuttall – Co-opted Member
By invitation:
Mr J. Cuthbert – Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
Ms E. Thomas - Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
Mrs S. Curley - Chief Executive, Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
Mr D. Garwood-Pask – Chief Finance Officer, Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
for Gwent
Pam Kelly – Chief Constable Gwent Police
Together with:
Mrs C. Forbes-Thompson (Scrutiny Manager - CCBC), Mark Jacques (Scrutiny Officer CCBC) and Charlotte Evans-Thomas (Committee Services Officer - CCBC).
1.

INTRODUCTION
The Chair opened the meeting and introductions were made. The Panel were reminded those
present that the meeting was being recorded but would not be live streamed, however the
recording would be available following the meeting via the Gwent Police and Crime Panel
website - https://www.gwentpcp.org.uk/meetings/meetings-archive/
The Chair stated that Councillors D. Fouweather of Newport City Council and Councillors G.
James and J. Killick of Torfaen County Borough Council have been invited to observe the
meeting, as they are awaiting Home Office approval of their appointment. The Chair also
thanked Charlotte Evans-Thomas who is changing her role and will no longer be supporting
the Police and Crime Panel.

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations at the beginning or during the course of the meeting.
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3.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors L. Winnett of Blaenau Gwent County
Borough Council.

4.

Minutes of Meeting Held on 20th May 2021
The minutes were approved as a true record.

5.

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR GWENT'S UPDATE JUNE 2021.
The Police and Crime Commissioner provided the Panel with an update for June 2021 which
included thanks to Gwent Police Officers and staff, OPCC staff and partner organisations for
their ongoing work during the Covid-19 pandemic. The PCC also referred to the section of the
report that highlighted involvement with offering apprenticeships. The Panel thanked the
Commissioner for his update and discussion ensued.
The Panel asked if the PCC has considered allocating resources for a specialist unit to tackle
issues with off-road biking. The PCC stated that he was aware of the area referred to and that
this was an issue in other areas. There has been a lot of positive action, seized vehicles,
prosecuted individuals, and crushed vehicles. There isn’t demand for a dedicated unit, but they
have targeted where there has been an issue and relied on information from local communities.
The Panel enquired if the PCC expects the new 20mph speed limit areas referred to in the
report will be able to be enforced. The PCC stated that this is a pilot project across Wales and
the aim is to see how this could work. There is evidence that a reduction to 20mph reduces risk
of death by 10% and the results of this pilot will need to be assessed to see how it could work,
including how it could be enforced.
The Commissioner was asked about the effectiveness of the support for victims of domestic
violence and he advised that this area of work is a priority for his office with additional resources
allocated, this has enabled the OPCC and Gwent Police to reach out to victims during the
pandemic. They are not complacent and conscious that victims can feel isolated. They work
closely with Connect Gwent who have a victim’s unit with a survivor officer based there, who
listens to their experiences to help improve the service.
Panel Members enquired if the PCC was aware of a particular recent increase in anti-social
behaviour and the community reaction on social media. The PCC confirmed he is aware of the
issue and assured the Panel that plans are in hand. There are a number of underlying factors
and a need to also co-ordinate with partners in order to achieve a resolution.
The Panel noted the increase in officers referred to in the report and asked how many officers
were also lost during the same period. They were advised that this is reported in the budget
precept report considered at the meeting in January 2021, under Appendix 3. This includes the
numbers of officers that are projected to retire, leave for medical reasons or to transfer to other
forces etc. when considered alongside the probationary officers that joined the force.
Panel Members enquired why Priority One Crime Prevention didn’t refer to catching of criminals,
the PCC reassured the Panel that this is definitely a priority and he has already made plans to
ensure that this is clearer in the new plan going forward.
The Panel welcomed the plans for apprenticeships set out in the report and were encouraged
to hear about the Youth Question Time event held in March.
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5.

TO RECEIVE AND ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS TO THE POLICE AND CRIME
COMMISSIONER FOR GWENT.
To the Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner from the Chair of the Gwent Police and Crime
Panel:
I refer to a recent news item outlining the abysmally low rate of rape allegations in Wales that
result in a charge being made. For 2020 these range from a high of 7% in South Wales Police
area to a low of 1%. The figures for Gwent are in fact the lowest for the whole of Wales. Out of
438 reports only three led to a suspect being charged. I’m sure that this is a figure that no-one
can be happy with and I would ask the Commissioner what discussions he may have had with
the Chief Constable to address this worrying situation and what, if anything, is being done to
improve the way Gwent deals with something that is particularly traumatic for women

Response from the Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner:
This is an issue where I share your concerns, and as a result my office has completed a review
of the response to rape by Gwent Police. This review has identified areas of strength and areas
for improvement. I have met with the Chief Constable to look at improvements and a rape and
serious sexual offences working group has been established. The OPCC review findings have
been used to inform the action plan, with a formal response from Gwent Police to be presented
to the Strategy and Performance Board in December.
The panel were advised that it is no comfort that the picture is similar across the UK, with the
gap in performance minimal. The PCC has had significant discussion with Dame Vera Baird the
Victims Commissioner for England and Wales, who has been appointed to champion the
interests of victims of crime and witnesses.
The Deputy PCC advised the Panel that we will see long term action to address system wide
issues. The focus is to ensure that the focus is on victims, to ensure they are dealt with
appropriately and sensitively. The OPCC are working closely with Victims Services, where the
disturbing testimony from witnesses has been heard, it is also important to ensure that we share
when things are done right. There is a challenge with the Criminal Justice Service, and it is
important to encourage people to report incidents.

To the Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner from the Chair of the Gwent Police and Crime
Panel:
In January 2020, Stalking Protection Orders were put onto the statute book.? A recent report
stated ,that ,since then, across Wales ,there have been over 2000 reported cases of ,and I use
the term “alleged stalking or abuse” guardedly, yet in only two of the reported 2000 cases was
action taken under the SPO order, the remainder were processed as harassment cases. Neither
of the two were in Gwent.
Is the Commissioner satisfied that his Chief Constable has the right tools to proceed with, where
relevant, such cases, under SPO regulations? If not what action does the Commissioner believe
should be taken Nationally, to strengthen this legislation, which was introduced to give greater
protection to victims of stalking etc, but which appears so far to be unsuitable for the purpose
it was designed. Recent high profile cases appear to substantiate my view.
Response from the Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner:
The definition of stalking is a pattern of unwanted behaviours that can include harassment. In
the past year Gwent Police applied for 5 stalking protection orders and 1 was successful.
It was suggested that the Panel have a separate briefing from the Chief Constable in order to
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have detail on this topic.
To the Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner from the Chair of the Gwent Police and Crime
Panel:
Is the Commissioner confident that his Chief Constable has maximum use with the tools
provided by CCTV provision across his five Local Authorities; and is he satisfied that his Chief
Constable is able to demonstrate a marked reduction in overall crime and anti-social behaviour
as a result of the systems in place. In addition the panel member asked if the systems across
Gwent are robust enough and fit for purpose with officers currently unable to access real-time
information and having to travel to control centres.
Response from the Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner:
The 5 local authorities in Gwent have varying quality of CCTV but it is still a good deterrent, but
a standard system with more modern technology would improve access for police officers.
There is a possibility for a standard system for Gwent Police and the local authorities. This could
have real time information, and also be available on handheld devices. A business plan is being
devised which will require consultation with the 5 local authorities. It was confirmed that that the
new Gwent Police Headquarters the optimum solution in the business case would allow access
to CCTV but would also require 24-hour monitoring, with public liaison and links with calls.
6.

OFFICE OF THE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR GWENT ANNUAL REPORT
2020/21 - DRAFT.
The PCC introduced this item and invited comments and questions on his draft annual report,
and advised that further comments can be submitted afterwards. The PCC confirmed that this
report has considered comments from previous years.
The Panel asked if the crimes outlined under priority 1 Crime Prevention should include more
detail on drug offences with the types and effectiveness of the response. The PCC stated that
there is more detail in the performance report, and he outlined that a more integrated approach
is preferable. Direct support to help people come off drugs is important and a more effective
response for repeat offenders. Often offenders are drawn I though county lines and are young
and often very frightened. That is why it needs to be considered a multi-faceted issue requiring
a partner approach.
The PCC was asked if the crimes such as violence without injury in the table on page 21 are
linked to alcohol. It was stated that indeed alcohol is a major factor in many cases. The OPCC
will look to see if the information exists to see how much crime has alcohol as a contributing
factor. A Panel Member asked if the rates of homicides and rape have been impacted by the
pandemic and was advised that homicides are very low. It was also noted that the pandemic
has had an impact on people’s mental health.
The Panel noted the small reduction in public order offences and asked if more officers on the
street would have had an even better result or has there been need to concentrate on cyber
enabled crime. The PCC stated that it isn’t just a case of more officers on the street the need is
to focus on where crime is. It was acknowledged that cyber enabled crime is a large element.
There will be more staff allocated to neighbourhood teams up to operational level.
Panel members asked how effective the referral process is to Connect Gwent, who provide
support to victims, when out of 25k referrals only 3% engaged. The PCC was asked what
actions are being looked at to ensure improved engagement and have reasons for not engaging
been identified. Is there information on how long it takes Connect Gwent to respond.
The PCC stated that this has been a consent only model where approval ratings have improved,
the DPCC stated that this report illustrates why the model is being changed. Previously
everyone was referred, and many did not require follow up support. The amended referral routes
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will focus on vulnerable victims who need support. The Panel expressed interest in how Connect
Gwent will develop and acknowledged that the improvement from 46% to 75% for keeping
victims informed was very good.
The Panel noted that the report includes details of the number of 999 and 101 calls received
but commented that in the past the public have been concerned with the amount of time it takes
for calls to be answered. The PCC was asked about the performance of the control room in
respect of 101 calls, has there been improvement and what does the PCC consider to be
acceptable.
The PCC stated that he understands the frustrations and advised the Panel that the average
waiting time for the April to June period was 3 to 7 minutes, but when the control room is busy
it can take longer. The Vice Chair stated that he has contacted the Chief Constable about issues
with 101, with one case being investigated. He has received an invitation to visit the control
room and asked if any other panel members wished to join him on the visit.
The Panel were advised that 50% of calls were reporting issues however 50% were not
appropriate for Gwent Police and were signposted. It was also noted that calls are taking longer
to resolve and would ask that people use the call back facility. Another member gave an
example where he called 101 but after 10 minutes and because of his concerns then rang 999
instead. The PCC stated that one of the issues is that 101 was originally set up as a multiagency service but then local authorities withdrew.
Panel Members asked if contacts received through social media should be included, and it was
explained that this added additional challenge as contacts have increased. It was suggested
that checks will be made to see the numbers of staff monitoring social media and if a breakdown
of calls reported is available.
7

UPDATE ON THE NEW POLICE AND CRIME PLAN.
The PCC advised the Panel that the Law requires a new police and crime plan within 12 months
of the election of the PCC. Work is ongoing on the production of the new plan with the aim for
it to be completed by the end of the year. The cornerstone of the plan are the PCC’s manifesto
promises, with value for money and cybercrime threaded throughout.
The Panel were informed that the OPCC are following procedures on structure and publications.
The formation of the plan includes a number of elements including a scoping exercise with
Police and Partners, Force Management Strategy’s; Control Strategy’s; Surveys on the Budget
and Public Confidence; Inspection Results; Home Office National Inspection Framework;
Wellbeing of Future Generations requirements; Public Services Board Wellbeing Assessments.
These elements will be brought together by the Strategic Planning Group who will review and
see what worked well and what didn’t. The group will consider how can the plan be more
measurable and consider what works for Gwent Police.
The fundamental issues for the new plan are efficient and effective service; value for money;
equality and diversity; sustainability and one public service with partners. The plan will be
shared with key partners, public and the Police and Crime Panel. The plan will seek to build
public trust and confidence and on how crime will be tackled and how local issues such as antisocial behaviour will be addressed. The plan will set themes and outcomes both quantitative
and narrative. The Chief officers’ views have been provided and a draft can be brought to Panel
for the September meeting.

8.

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR GWENT PERFORMANCE MONITORING
REPORT QUARTER 4 2020/21.
The PCC advised the Panel that the new police and crime plan will have an impact of the
performance data going forward. Gwent Police will need to take on board the information
needed to inform the framework.
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The Panel referred to the Crime Prevention section in the report and asked how realistic the
40% figure that was estimated as cybercrime. The PCC advised that his office had queried the
figure with the Force. The Head of Continuous Improvement is part of a national group
considering this matter, with most crimes having a cyber element, for example fraud. The
national group is seeking to find a solution to measuring cybercrime. The PCC advised that
there is funding for education and awareness raising, to provide the public with the knowledge
to identify cybercrime.
Panel Members noted the increase in repeat offenders for criminal damage/arson and asked
what factors are influencing this increase, is this a crime subject to caution and diversionary
response. The PCC acknowledged the impression that the figure can give and that it is an
operational decision whether to give cautions. The Panel members stated that the factors that
lead to repeat offences are of particular interest and suggested it might be helpful to split the
figures into adult and youth offences and see if most repeat offences occur in one group.
The Panel highlighted the figure under Crime Investigation Rates, for positive outcomes against
finalised outcomes and questioned whether this figure would have an impact on public
confidence to report crime. The PCC advised the Panel that whilst he has been speaking to
shopkeepers in the community regarding shoplifters, some had said that they wouldn’t report
some crimes because of their relatively low value. However, he has emphasised the need to
report these crimes so that patterns of organised crime can be identified. The DPCC stated that
it is important to build public confidence in the criminal justice system and work to improve
support to witnesses and victims. It was suggested that the ‘We Don’t Buy Crime’ initiative is
something that could be shared with the panel, which appears to deter criminals from targeting
shops.
A panel member asked if any Welsh medium schools were involved in the Heddlu Bach scheme,
and the PCC confirmed that there were schools involved and he would provide the details to
the Panel. He also encouraged Panel members to advise schools to contact the OPCC if they
are interested.
The PCC was asked if he could provide more detail on ASB hotspots, cut-off points, the
average, so that panel members could understand what makes an area qualify as a hotspot.
The Panel referred to the workforce sickness absence information and complaints and asked
when the changes suggested by the panel to improve the information will be available, to include
context on the percentages and actual number of complaints etc. The Panel were advised that
the OPCC have been re-assured that there has been a lot of work going on in this area which
includes Home Office requirement to publish some information. It was suggested that the
performance management subgroup could be involved in looking at the changes with OPCC,
to ensure that the information for the framework is at the right level.
Members sought an update on the Covid vaccine uptake and were advised that despite lobbying
for Police to have the vaccine as a priority group, it didn’t happen, but because of the progress
in vaccinations for age groups more have been offered the vaccine. There are some staff selfisolating but there is no data on vaccine refusal, as that is something offered in their personal
lives.
A panel member sought re-assurance that there is mental health support and training available
for stress and PTSD for police officers. Members we informed that there has been a previous
presentation to the panel on this matter and they could look at updating this and circulating to
the panel. It was highlighted that when there is an incident that the Chief Constable will ring the
officer directly, often on the same day, and procedures to refer to occupational health are put
into place.
The PCC highlighted an error in the original report on page 72 for ethnicity percentages has
since been corrected. The Chair reminded that information on Value for Money for the
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performance report is still due to be circulated.
A panel member sought an update on the recruitment of BME officers and asked what progress
has been made in improving the figures. The PCC stated that this an area where they are
seeking to engage across Gwent to promote working for Gwent Police as a career. He advised
that they do quite well in recruiting PCSO’s but improvement is needed for Police Officers.
9.

GWENT POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER REVIEW OF ROADS POLICING.
The PCC stated that the report was commissioned by his office as road safety was identified as
an issue, attached is the Chief Constables response and actions that will be implemented.
A panel member asked how many of the 170 new officers will be involved in the new unit, the
PCC stated that this is an operational matter but he will seek details. The CFO agreed to referred
to the information in the previous budget report which gave more detail on the new officers.
The Chair reminded the meeting that the report was originally requested by the panel because
of the serious incidents at the Newport SDR and asked where the main accident hotspot areas
in Gwent are. What are the main causes of accidents, speeding, fitness to drive mobile phones
etc.
The PCC stated that speeding is a major factor, handheld mobile phones are an issue. There
are five hotspots in Gwent M4 stretch Prince of Wales Bridge to junction 23, Newport SDR,
Newport Hide and Lime Drive, A4042 Abergavenny and A40 Brecon Road, road merging onto
the A465 from Brynmawr, Ebbw Vale and Tredegar and A4069 Blackwood. The PCC offered
to provide the map to the Panel for detail.
It was suggested that this is brought forward to a future agenda to provide an update on the
recommendations and action plan.

10.

FORWARD WORK PROGRAMME.
Mrs Forbes-Thompson, Lead Officer for the Panel provided the Committee with an overview of
the Forward Work Programme. As mentioned in the previous item Roads Safety to be brought
back and it was suggested that the draft Police and Crime Plan is added to the September 2021
meeting. The Chair suggested adding the Emergency Service Network to a future meeting, the
Gwent Police Operating Model, Crime Prevention, Estates Strategy to be added.

11.

FINANCE REPORT 2020/21 - FINAL QUARTER (Q4).
Report noted.
Finally the chair expressed thanks on behalf of the Panel to support staff at the meeting and the
Panel and the OPCC gave their best wishes to Charlotte Evans-Thomas who is leaving her role
in supporting the panel and wished her well for the future.
Meeting Closed at 12:30.
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Agenda Item 7
Gwent Police and Crime Panel
Questions to the Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner – 24th September
2021
Panel Member
Gill Howells

Question
Your Office has recently put out, posts on social
media for feedback on policing priorities for Gwent. In
the comments on the posts from your office shared by
Gwent Police there were a lot of statements about the
lack of support /response from Gwent Police.
Comments mainly referred to a lack of response when
reporting crimes and stating why bother providing
responses to any survey as it does not make any
difference.
In light of this do you have any views on the scale/
proportion of crime reported to Gwent Police which
does not result in any follow up action being taken
with the person who reported the incident.
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Agenda Item 8
Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent’s Update September 2021
This is a selection of activities undertaken, scrutinised or supported by the Office of
the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) during July - September.
NEW POLICE AND CRIME PLAN
Throughout the summer period, my office and I worked extensively on my new Police
and Crime Plan. Not only did we factor in the UK Government’s unexpected Beating
Crime Plan, local demand, the need for productive partnership working and substantial
research, but we worked hard to ensure the voices of people in Gwent were captured
to inform it. I developed my plan following extensive engagement with the public and
key stakeholders and listened to a range views from diverse communities across
Gwent. To do this, I ran 30 engagement events across Gwent, totalling 196 hours of
engagement. My team and I spoke with more than 3,000 people, with 375 completing
the survey as a result. Even when surveys weren’t completed, comments were
captured and reviewed so we could identify themes, issues and strength of feeling.
We also gave away more than 200 QR codes to people who wanted to complete the
survey at a different time and place convenient to them. This was in addition to the
1,461 people who completed the survey online, meaning 1,829 people answered the
survey and had their say on policing priorities in Gwent in just seven weeks. Where
stories of the survey were posted online, I also reviewed comments left by people and
factored them into my thinking. My team and I also worked extensively with Gwent
Police to understand the pressures facing it, daily demand and how best to capture
this in the measures that we set it. By gathering all these views, I gained further
understanding of what matters to the people of Gwent, key stakeholders and our
partners in policing. I would like to thank everyone who voiced their views to us, either
in person or online. I took everything onboard while writing my plan, and this gives me
great confidence that my plan will address the matters most important to the people of
Gwent.
CRIME PREVENTION
Assaults on emergency workers
New guidelines have been introduced that mean criminals who assault emergency
workers could face longer prison sentences. The maximum sentence under the
Assault on Emergency Workers (Offences) Act was 12 months in prison, but criminals
could now face up to two years in prison. Emergency workers put themselves on the
front line every day to protect us and keep us safe. The need for these brave people
has never been felt more than over the last year. Our emergency workers deserve to
carry out their duty without being threatened, assaulted and abused. I have
campaigned for tougher sentences for people who assault emergency workers, so I
am pleased these new guidelines will go some way to ensuring that that the sentences
criminals receive are more appropriate for the mental and physical harm they cause.
Community Engagement
As part of the wider engagement on my new Police and Crime Plan, we took the
opportunity to provide crime prevention advice and items to members of the public,
partners and local businesses. This was part of our more efficient, holistic approach
to engagement. In total my team and I spoke with more than 3,000 people over the
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summer. In addition to asking people about their policing priorities, we also signposted
people to support services, highlighted examples of our commissioning successes
locally, encouraged people to follow our social media channels, informed people about
the purpose of Commissioners and their offices, gathered information to feed back to
Gwent Police about concerns in any given area, and gave out more than 3,500 crime
prevention items.
Cyber Resilience Centre for Wales
I have recently joined the Cyber Resilience Centre for Wales, along with Gwent Police
Chief Constable Pam Kelly and South Wales Police Assistant Chief Constable Dave
Thorne. I bring a wealth of experience and knowledge to this role, operating also as
the deputy lead of both the APCC portfolio group on police technology and digital, and
the APCC portfolio group on business enablers. I am also the lead for cyber for the
four Police and Crime Commissioners in Wales. We know that cyber-crime is
constantly evolving, so it is essential that we take a joined-up, partnership approach
to tackling this growing problem. I have joiedn the board of the Cyber Resilience
Centre for Wales and I am confident that, by working together, we are in a better
position to help stand up to cyber criminals and keep our businesses safe.
Older People’s Commissioner for Wales
I met with the Older People’s Commissioner for Wales to discuss how we can work
together to put older people, in particular those who are vulnerable, at the forefront of
future work. Feeling safe and secure in your home and in your community is essential
for people’s well-being, especially as they get older. Older people can also face a
number of barriers to reporting crime and it is essential that their voices are heard. I
look forward to working with the Older People’s Commissioner and local authorities to
enable all areas of Gwent to become age-friendly communities.
Police Community Fund
We have opened up applications to my Police Community Fund (PCF) for the 2020/21
financial year. Organisations in Gwent can bid for a share of £300,000 to support
children and young people affected by crime. The fund is open to non-profit
organisations that support children and young people who are involved, or at risk of
becoming involved, in crime and anti-social behaviour, or those who have been victims
of crime. The fund is partly made up from money seized from criminals, and
organisations can bid for sums from £10,000 up to £50,000. Children and young
people are often the most vulnerable people in our communities, and this can put them
at risk of becoming involved in crime and anti-social behaviour. By supporting
organisations that offer positive, diversionary activities for young people, helping them
to develop confidence, skills and learning, we can help them to realise their full
potential and create safer, more cohesive communities. Applications are open until 17
September, with funding decisions taking place in February.
Road Safety
Operation Utah is a multi-agency day of action designed to identify and tackle road
users putting other motorists at risk. Gwent Police has a new Roads Policing and
Specialist Operations Unit which incorporates some of the recommendations I made
in a review of roads policing in Gwent last year. A report on this went to the last Police
and Crime meeting in July. During the summer, the deputy commissioner, Eleri
Thomas, visited one of the sites being used to capture dangerous vehicles and road
users who are a risk to others. During the latest operation, officers checked 40 vehicles
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and made four arrests. My office and I will also be supporting Project EDWARD during
September. This stands for ‘every day without a road death’. The odds of being
involved in a collision resulting in injury or death while driving for work are about one
in 500. With thousands of work-related journeys taking place in Gwent every day, the
sad reality is that our emergency services are dealing with these incidents on a regular
basis. Almost all of them could have been avoided. Common causes of work-related
road collisions include speeding, poor vehicle maintenance and driver fatigue. We all
need to do our part to stay safe and keep the emergency services available for those
who need them most.
Rural Crime
We joined Gwent Police’s rural crime team for a meeting with farmers and
representatives of the National Farmers Union. As well as listening to local concerns
and reassuring them about all the proactive work Gwent Police does to tackle rural
crime, it was an opportunity to raise the profile of the We Don’t Buy Crime initiative.
The new initiative, which is currently being rolled out to rural businesses among others,
focuses on tackling acquisitive crime such as burglary and theft (see below). I was
interviewed by the BBC about this during the summer and how it is being used to
protect farms and rural businesses in Gwent. Farms and rural businesses are very
important parts of our economy, but the scale of their operations and remote locations
make them extremely vulnerable to theft. Fortunately, We Don’t Buy Crime has been
proven to be especially effective in rural areas, not only by improving security but also
tackling the criminal supply chain as well. We are now hoping that this will be rolled
out across Wales too.
Safer Streets
The UK government created a Safer Streets Fund specifically focused on improving
the safety of public spaces, particularly those of concern to women and girls. With bids
for funding being invited from across the UK, we worked in partnership with Newport
City Council and Gwent Police to encourage women and girls from Gwent to help us
identify issues and areas of need. A survey was run by Newport City Council to better
understand what makes women and girls in Gwent feel unsafe. It also looked to identify
any particular areas that community safety partners could be targeting. We shared a
Bitly (a shortened link for accessing web addresses) with our networks and partners
to support this. There were 300 responses to the survey and we know 178 people
accessed the survey via our Bitly link. As reported at the last panel, we have recently
received £699,564 from the Home Office to fund crime prevention measures in
Pillgwenlly and Rhymney. We are currently waiting to hear if the latest Safer Streets
Fund bids connected to the above survey have been successful. We have also
submitted a Safety of Women at Night (SWAN) fund bid, which aims to prevent
violence against women and girls in public spaces at night.
We Don’t Buy Crime
It has been a busy few months for Gwent Police’s We Don’t Buy Crime team since it
launched earlier in the year. This initiative focuses on tackling crimes such as burglary,
robbery, theft and vehicle crime. It has been used by forces in England to successfully
reduce repeat offending and victimisation. The work has a number of strands that
focus on residents, businesses, and potential supply chains for criminal goods. The
team have been busy visiting businesses and farms, responding to residential
burglaries, and running proactive bike and catalytic converter marking sessions in
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communities. I have repeatedly joined the team for walkabouts in Gwent communities,
giving out crime prevention items and raising awareness of the scheme.
SUPPORTING VICTIMS
Honour-based abuse
My team published communications to support the national day of remembrance for
victims of honour-based abuse. This is a very complex crime which can differ vastly
between communities. Many victims do not even realise they are victims of something
that is a crime in this country. OPCC staff took part in training workshops with the
national charity Karma Nirvana to ensure that we are expanding our knowledge of this
particular crime type. On the back of this work, we have been invited a join a new
working group including the police, Welsh Government, local authorities and other
partners. The group is in its early stages, but is working to look at how best we can
work together to tackle this issue across Gwent.
Domestic Abuse
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire & Rescue Services (HMICFRS)
issued a report that commended UK forces for taking proactive measures to police
domestic abuse during the pandemic. I must praise Gwent Police and our partners for
their own efforts during this difficult time, and for all they have done to help support
victims and bring perpetrators to justice under difficult lockdown conditions. We have
worked extensively with both Gwent Police and the regional violence against women,
domestic abuse and sexual violence (VAWDASV) team to highlight this issue. We will
continue to do this and offer VAWDASV literature and signposting when undertaking
community engagement. We are currently working with the regional team on this
year’s White Ribbon Day event. The aim is to run a series of activities to raise
awareness of the impact of violence against women by men. Plans are currently been
developed for this to amplify messaging to people of all ages, especially young people.
White Ribbon UK is part of the largest global initiative to end male violence against
women. The charity works with local authorities, emergency services and
organisations to ensure workplaces and communities are made safer for women.
Organisations then need to actively challenge any male cultures that lead to
harassment, abuse, and violence.
Victim Care Unit
Gwent Police launched a new victim care unit that will act as the central point of contact
for victims, supporting them from the point of reporting a crime to the conclusion of the
criminal justice process. This complements our existing Connect Gwent offer, which
was the first victims’ hub in Wales. The new victim care unit sees a team of 19 victim
care officers working closely with police officers to ensure victims are fully updated on
the investigation they are involved in. They also make sure that victims know and fully
understand their rights under the Victims’ Code, and work with Gwent’s survivor
engagement coordinator to feed key issues back to Gwent Police. By providing this
targeted support to victims I hope that we can build their confidence in the criminal
justice system and help aide their recovery. A victim’s experience can also have a
significant impact in their confidence in policing.
COMMUNITY COHESION

Cohesion Cup
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We supported a football tournament organised by Ethnic Minorities and Youth Support
Team Wales (EYST), Gwent Police, Newport Live and County in the Community. The
aim was to break down barriers and strengthen relationships between communities.
Officers, CSOs and staff from both Gwent Police and my office attended a series of
matches in Newport. The tournament took place over a number of weekends, with
teams representing the Bangladeshi, Yemeni, Polish and Sudanese communities from
Newport competing. The winning Bangladeshi side then faced a Gwent Police and
partners team in a ‘super cup’ final. I thoroughly enjoyed attending a number of the
games, while we also took the opportunity to engage with residents on the proposed
priorities in my Police and Crime Plan.
Community dial-ins
My office has continued to attend community dial-ins, with information and concerns
being fed back to me on a weekly basis. The meetings have been an invaluable tool
over the last 18 months to hear from a wide range of organisations that work with
people with protected characteristics. I will continue to use information from these
meetings to help me hold the Chief Constable to account in our regular meetings.
Criminal Justice in Wales
Clinks is administering a grant programme on behalf of Criminal Justice in Wales
(CJIW) as part of the development of its Race Equality Delivery Plan. CJIW is
developing a whole system, evidence-based and co-produced CJIW race equality
delivery plan in line with the publication of the Welsh Government’s anti-racist action
plan. CJIW is currently engaging with racially minoritised communities across Wales
on the draft plan and is looking for a diverse range of expertise and views to contribute
to the plan’s development. CJIW has allocated a budget of £50,000 to distribute to
voluntary sector organisations to enable engagement with racially minoritised people,
including Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities from across Wales. Voluntary
sector organisations across Wales are invited to apply for a grant up to £5,000.
Applications need to be submitted by 30 September.
Prevention of Hate Crime
Celebrating diversity and inclusion is extremely important and I was pleased to provide
a message of support to pupils at Lewis School Pengam who were taking part in
themed lessons to understand issues such as racism, disability issues and
homophobia. Understanding matters surrounding equality and diversity is vital for
young people who will be living and working in our communities in the future. I would
like to thank pupils and staff at the school for dedicating their time to offer pupils a
range of opportunities to help understand the experiences of others.
Srebrenica Memorial
The Deputy Commissioner, Eleri Thomas, joined community and faith leaders in an
online event hosted by Gwent Police to remember the victims of the Srebrenica
genocide. This year marked the 26th anniversary of the most devastating atrocity that
has taken place on European soil since the Second World War. In Gwent we are
committed to the process of rebuilding lives for those who have experienced hatred
and discrimination. Every one of us has an important contribution to make in order to
help rebuild lives, build resilient communities and demonstrate that the forces of hatred
and intolerance will not prevail in any society.
Stephen Lawrence award launched
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I was delighted to have been able, along with other PCCs in the UK, to contribute to a
new Fulbright award aimed at furthering research into policing and criminal justice.
The Fulbright-Stephen Lawrence Scholar Award in Policing will enable a UK police
officer or member of staff to conduct research in a three-month programme hosted by
three historically Black colleges and universities in America. Stephen’s death in 1993
was a catalyst that brought to light the wider institutionalised racism throughout our
public services. We have come a long way since then, but we know we have more
work to do. I hope that this award will allow the UK and US to learn from each other,
advancing our knowledge and helping us to make real differences in our communities.
TACKLING ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
Anti-Social Behaviour Week
My office and I supported Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) Week during July, which aims
to encourage communities to take a stand against ASB and highlight the options
available to those facing it. A suite of communications was issued across all our
channels to raise awareness of the week, including sharing Wales Safer Communities
Network WLGA messages of support and blog shining a light on the ASB lead for
Gwent. Members of my team joined a training session by Wales Safer Communities
to learn how to design localised ASB campaigns in the future. We also featured in an
Association of Police and Crime Commissioners case study highlighting best practice.
Community Youth Project – Newport
Funding from my office enabled the team at Community Youth Project – Newport
(formally the Maindee Youth Project) to work with about 200 young people in Newport.
They continued much needed detached youth work, as well as paying for staffing to
arrange trips to places like Aqua Park in Cardiff and Enflate Adventure Park in
Newport. Staff also ran sport and play sessions in the city, including a paint project
that can be seen on Corporation Road. This was designed and painted by young
people wanting to share a positive message with others in the city.
Cymru Creations
Blaenau Gwent-based Cymru Creations had a record number of new starters in July,
with 70 students enjoying extra classes throughout August and September. Students
researched and developed scripts telling stories with important anti-crime messages.
Filming took place in Tredegar, with two local Community Support Officers offering
feedback to the young film makers. One of the films (Choice ’21) has been submitted
to the Children’s International Film Festival of Wales, where it will be premiered in
October at Bedwellty House in Tredegar. Cymru Creations have reported that the
funding from my office has made a huge positive impact on the well-being of students
attending and that, once completed, all the films will be published on social media and
sent to local schools.
National Youth Advocacy Service (NYAS) Cymru
Throughout the summer, NYAS Cymru’s Aspire project (funded by my office)
continued to offer a bespoke support service to young people in Blaenau Gwent on a
one-to-one basis. As the commissioned independent advocacy provider across
Blaenau Gwent for care experienced young people, it identified that some young
people needed to receive further intensive advocacy support. Mental health continues
to be a major issue reported among young people, who receive regular virtual contact
when required. The project also encourages young people to share their views on
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what would make them feel safer in their local community. NYAS Cymru also provided
young people with vital information about keeping safe.
Positive Futures
My office and I continue to work closely with Positive Futures, which is one of our
funded projects. Throughout the summer, it offered a wide range of diversionary
activities for children and young people across Gwent. Skilled workers use sport to
encourage young people to take part in activities and outreach sessions that help to
alleviate any anti-social behaviour and re-direct young people off the streets. The
choice of activity depends on what is well received in the area. I recently visited
Maindee where I was delighted to see confident, empowered young people delivering
a workshop to adults that looked at the dangers of knife crime and drugs. My team
and I also attended a number of Positive Futures’ Sport in the Park events.
In Torfaen, Positive Futures ran a skateboarding project that provided new
opportunities for young people in the area to take part in learning a new skill/sport.
Before the summer period, Positive Futures created a questionnaire asking the young
people of Blaenavon what they would like in the area. As a result of this, it worked with
Skateboarding Academy UK over the summer to engage more than 50 young people
about skateboarding.
Skateboarding was also popular in Caerphilly, where targeted outreach sessions
complemented usual service provision. Again, working with Skateboarding UK, it held
36 sessions across the borough, with 296 attendees in total. Examples of these
successes were promoted on social media platforms to encourage other people to
take part in future sessions.
In Blaenau Gwent, young people engaged in activities such as paddle-boarding,
kayaking, gorge walking, aqua park, surfing, ice skating, ninja warrior course and a
trip to Oakwood theme park. Young people were also supported to attend open access
activities provided by Blaenau Gwent Youth Service, including free running, cooking
workshops, and circus skills workshops. Both alternative education and 1-2-1
community referrals worked towards numerous qualifications during this time,
including Prince’s Trust and Agored Cymru units.
Finally, Newport was home to a series of large-scale Positive Futures events, many of
which my office attended. In addition to these, diversionary sessions continued to be
delivered during the evenings in Pillgwenlly, Duffryn, Alway, Ringland, and
Shaftesbury. These sessions offer a safe space for young people to engage and
access sport free of charge.
EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE SERVICE DELIVERY
Apprentices
Gwent Police and my office have selected 15 new apprentices (including the all-Wales
public sector finance apprentice) who are due to start in their roles this month. The
apprentices will be based in a variety of roles, with 14 based with the force and one
with the OPCC (a digital media apprentice). The roles cover areas such as learning
and development, business administration and IT. Apprenticeships can provide
pathways and new opportunities for those that otherwise might feel excluded from
higher level qualifications. Apprentices can learn as they earn, which can only be a
positive as people progress through the early years of their careers. I am looking
forward to seeing them all progress over the next two years.
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MeUs
I was delighted that Caerphilly County Borough Council and Gwent Police joined
forces to launch an innovative joint leadership programme aimed at developing a new
generation of bold and innovative leaders to enhance public service provision across
Gwent. The initiative (MeUs) was launched in July by Jane Hutt, Minister for Social
Justice. I was very pleased to be one of the speakers at the launch. MeUs was created
by the Chief Executive of Caerphilly County Borough Council, Christina Harrhy, and
Chief Constable Pam Kelly. We all share an aspiration to develop an ambitious
leadership programme to ensure senior managers are equipped with the highest levels
of skills and competencies. Eight employees from across both organisations will form
the first-ever cohort to take part in the programme – four from Caerphilly County
Borough Council and four from Gwent Police.
New Headquarters
Construction work on Gwent Police’s new headquarters is almost complete. The Chief
Constable and I have visited the site on a number of occasions to see work
progressing and we are both confident that we are delivering a facility fit for policing in
the 21st Century. The new building will also allow us to make efficiency savings every
year, and will ensure well-being is at the heart of our culture. In addition to the
construction of the site, engineers working on the facility have held litter picks to help
keep the local area clean, while food bank donations were also collected. These have
been donated to the Trussell Trust.
New Officers
I was delighted to welcome 40 new police officers who begun their initial training with
Gwent Police during the summer. Once these new officers have completed their
training, they will be deployed to policing teams across Gwent. They will join 17 new
community support officers who have also recently joined our ranks. The decision to
pursue a career on the front-line of policing is a brave one, particularly after the last
year. Both police officers and CSOs are much-needed additions to Gwent Police at a
crucial time, and I wish them all the best in their careers.
In addition to these roles, Welsh Government has announced it will fund 100 new
Community Support Officers in Wales. This includes 20 new posts that will work across
the Gwent region. Both the Chief Constable and I welcome this investment and we are
working with local councils to discuss where the officers will be posted. Recruitment
to the posts will be completed by the end of January, with the additional officers starting
in post later that year.
Operation Jasmine
Following the conclusion of the Coroner’s Inquests, I was pleased to be able to join
the Chief Constable to commend the police officers and staff who worked on Operation
Jasmine, a major investigation into the care homes in Gwent. The scale of this inquiry,
which began in 2005, was huge and has resulted in an independent review of the care
sector in Wales. Everyone who worked on this case should be extremely proud of what
they have achieved, and I know the families of the residents involved greatly
appreciate the efforts of the police throughout this long and complex investigation.
Public sector pay freeze
I remain very disappointed that the UK Government has decided to include police
officers in a public sector pay freeze this year. Like NHS staff, who are to receive a
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pay rise, police officers have been on the front line of this pandemic from the very start.
They have been putting themselves, and their families, at risk every day, going above
and beyond the expectations of their role to keep our communities safe. I am
continuing to urge the UK Government to rethink this decision and agree an
appropriate pay rise for our police forces in recognition of their outstanding service.
Statement of Accounts
I am pleased to report that both the Chief Constable’s and my annual statements of
accounts received unqualified audit opinions for 2020/21. Both were prepared and
published within the statutory timeframes, even in light of the ongoing logistical
difficulties caused by the pandemic. Furthermore, the quality of the statements of
accounts at both draft and final stages were acknowledged by both Audit Wales and
the Joint Audit Committee.
Strategy and Performance Board
I held my quarterly Strategy and Performance Board in September, which is the
meeting at which I hold the Chief Constable to account and is open to the public.
During the meeting we scrutinised performance against my Police and Crime Plan
priorities during the first quarter of the year, received updates on Operation Uplift and
the general achievements of Gwent Police, had an informative presentation on the
Strategic Assessment and the Strategic Policing Requirement, and received
presentations on financial planning.
Volunteers
We have recently finished recruiting new animal welfare volunteers, who help us
ensure that Gwent’s police dogs are well looked after, and that high levels of animal
welfare are met. We are currently recruiting independent custody visitors who conduct
unannounced visits to custody units in order to check on the treatment of detainees,
the conditions in which they are being held, and to ensure that their rights and
entitlements are being observed.
Walkabouts
During the summer, I visited 15 areas of Gwent: Abertillery, Abergavenny, Bargoed,
Blaenavon, Brynmawr, Caerphilly, Caldicot, Chepstow, Cwmbran, Ebbw Vale,
Monmouth, Newport, Pontypool, Rhymney and Tredegar. During each visit, I was
pleased that local traders and residents were eager to talk to me about some of the
current issues in their towns. Engagement is a key part of the role of a Police and
Crime Commissioner, so the walkabouts have been invaluable in informing my
conversations with the Chief Constable.
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Agenda Item 11

Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
Performance Monitoring Report Quarter 1 2021/22
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Introduction
This report provides an overview of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s (PCC) oversight and scrutiny of Gwent Police
performance in relation to the Police and Crime Plan. This is a report for quarter 1 of the financial year 2021/22. Where possible
includes data from April 2017 to correspond with the Police and Crime Plan delivery period and enables a wider view of the PCC’s
delivery against the Police and Crime Plan.
The scrutiny and monitoring of force performance take place in a variety of forms, including observation and participation in boards
and meetings as a critical friend. The main forum where this takes place is the Strategy and Performance Board, the meeting at
which the PCC holds the Chief Constable (CC) to account and is open to the public. There are also specific reports and briefings
requested as required. The PCC has weekly one-to-one meetings with the CC to discuss matters arising and any areas of
particular concern. The PCC has made it very clear to the CC that his expectation is that he is provided with good quality
information, so he can understand performance and undertake effective scrutiny and monitoring. This is specifically to include:
1. Consistent data sets, baseline and actual data for all of the force indicators;
2. Narrative to describe activity relating to all force indicators and Police and Crime Plan measures;
3. Analysis of impact for all activity; and

4. Future planning.

The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) has set out to reinforce what is required by providing detailed feedback
on previous performance reporting, providing further specific direction on future reporting and feedback on draft reports. This has
been evidenced through documentation and strategic meetings.
Gwent Police continue to develop the Organisational Performance Framework and currently this is to include new requirements
from the Home Office linked to Operation Uplift as well as COVID impact. It has already significantly improved and provides a
more developed and consistent approach to performance monitoring.
A glossary is provided as an appendix to this document to provide further clarity about terminology.
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Data Conventions
The majority of data and tables contained within this document take into account quarterly figures for the previous two financial
years, broken down further to an average two-year quarterly figure. This two-year quarterly average figure can be analysed
against quarter 1 2021/22 data, allowing a comparison against a two-year average that will take into account seasonal fluctuations
and one off ‘spike’ anomalies. In addition, the quarter 1 2021/22 data can be compared to quarter 1 figures for years 2020/21 to
provide a seasonal like-for-like comparison. This is Gwent’s agreed performance analysis standard and is aimed at smoothing
out long-term changes and counteracting overemphasis of annual percentage changes when previously comparing just two set
data points in time.
There were changes to the recording standards of several crime types in March 2017, meaning that unfortunately it is not practical
to compare any quarterly data prior to this date as it would compromise the validity of direct comparisons between any later
periods.
In 2015, Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS) imposed a requirement on all
forces to improve their crime recording standards. Since then, all forces have been working on making their crime recording more

accurate. Accuracy in crime recording is measured by HMICFRS through their Crime Data Integrity Inspection (CDI) regime.
Gwent’s most recent Inspection in 2018 recorded a CDI rating of 88.9%.
The population in Gwent grew by 4% between 2001 and 2011, a rate of 0.4% per annum (Office of National Statistics, 2017). We
assume that population growth has remained steady and would expect to see an increase in all demand volumes, by a similar
amount.

Priority 1 - Crime Prevention

1.1 Number of Reported Incidents
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Overall incident demand has decreased by 8.7% in quarter 1 2021/22 compared to quarter 1 2020/21. Anti-Social Behaviour
includes all incident logs relating to Covid-19. Incidents in quarter 1 2020/21 were heavily impacted by the amount of Covid related
ASB calls, its apparent in quarter 1 2021/22 these types of incidents have significantly decreased and by the next quarter it is likely
that we will see similar figures to those seen pre pandemic.
When comparing quarter 1 2021/22 with quarter 4 2020/21 incident demand has increased by 10%. All closing categories of
incidents have increased since quarter 4 2020/21 apart from Anti-Social Behaviour which has decreased by 30%.The most likely
explanation for this is that our economy has opened up again after various Covid-19 restrictions, and the Covid related ASB
incident demand has decreased quiet dramatically as society regains some normality.

If we look at the total of all other incident categories excluding the anti-social behaviour category, there has been a decrease of 1%
when comparing this quarter with quarter 4 20/21 but an increase of 6.57% when comparing this quarter with quarter 1 of 2020/21.
This tells us that all non-covid related incidents are higher than the previous year, which is to be expected due to the Covid-19
restrictions that were in place in 2020/2

1.2 Number of Total Recorded Crimes
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Overall recorded crime this quarter has increased by 21% compared with quarter 4 2020/21, however shows a similar figure to that
seen in quarter 1 2020/21 with an increase of 5%. This can be attributed directly to the opening up of night-time economy, withdrawal

of alcohol sale curfews and finer weather due to the time of year. In quarter 1 2021/22 an increase or no change can be seen in 17
out of the 19 crime categories compared with quarter 4 2020/21.
Rape has seen the biggest decrease by 15% in quarter 1 2021/22 compared with quarter 4 2020/21 and a decrease of 29% compared
with the 2 year quarterly average. It has decreased by 18% when compared with the same period in 2019/20.

In quarter 1 2021/22 the biggest crime type increase compared with quarter 4 2020/21 is bicycle theft which increased by 133%
(n=60), this was followed by Theft from the person by 66% (n=15) and Public Order Offences by 56% (n=769)
In quarter 3 and 4 2020/21 bicycle theft took a downward turn however the increase is likely due to the finer weather and the impact
of reduced Covid restrictions.
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Quarter one of 2021/22 recorded a small rise on the previous quarter (up 4.1%, an increase of 91 offences) and a more significant
rise on quarter one 2019/20 (up 17.7%, an increase of 346). The force recognises it needs to increase reporting of domestic abuse
crime. Domestic related crime did show a marginal reduction when compared to quarter one of 2020/21 (down 1.4%, a reduction of
32 offences). It is important to note that the first Covid lockdown had a significant impact on the reporting of domestic crime with
levels rising sharply during that period. There was widespread concern that domestic abuse would have been significantly unreported
during lockdown. However, until there is a sustained period of lockdown being eased and people being more able to report, we won’t
be able to confirm the factors behind the changes. Therefore, it remains a priority for the force to communicate with potential victims
and find ways to offer support and safety. Campaigns have taken place to encourage victims to come forward for support endorsed
by the Chief Constable and the PCC. Further campaigns are planned that will include place-based advertising including in pharmacies
and at testing and vaccination sites.
Cyber Crime
Cybercrimes take place online. There are two overarching areas of cybercrime:
 cyber-dependent crimes - which can only be committed through the use of online devices and where the devices are both the
tool to commit the crime and the target of the crime.
 cyber-enabled crimes - traditional crimes which can be increased in scale by using computers.
These crimes take on a number of different presentations - from hacking and use of the dark web to trolling on social media and
identity thefts. There is no specific crime for cyber-crime but instead it is seen across crime types from theft to stalking. Currently, all
police forces struggle to accurately provide data on cyber-crime even though it is estimated to be as much as 40% of all crime

experienced. As part of a review of the record management system Gwent Police are looking to improve the quality of all qualifiers
to put them in the best position to understand the drivers behind crime types. Part of the solution will be the use of Automated
Intelligence AI software which will review all crime and following a set of rules will determine if a crime requires additional qualifiers.
This is a national initiative. Following this being implemented, Gwent Police will be able to more accurately report on cyber-crime.

1.3 Communications and Engagement Activities - OPCC
Reported in PCC Update and provided as a separate report on a 6-monthly basis.
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1.4 Number of Repeat Offenders
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N.B The total numbers for repeat offenders in this table included offenders who have committed more than one crime, sometimes from different categories of
crime. The repeat offenders in the offence category list part of the table includes offenders who have committed the same category of crime.

This year to date, 12% of all crimes have been committed by a repeat offender (an offender who has committed more than one crime
this year across all crime types). This is the lowest percentage figure seen in the past three years, however it is to be noted that this
is only one quarter and the percentage figure is likely to change as we progress throughout 2021/22.
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When looking at repeat offending across specific crime types so far during 2021/22, Shoplifting (17%), Violence without injury (17%)
and Public Order offences (13%) have the highest percentage of offences committed by repeat offenders. This is as expected and
consistent with the most common forms of repeat offending evidenced by research and across forces. The Police and Crime
Commissioner was successful in an application for the Home Office Perpetrator Fund which he will match fund in order to offer
intervention programmes for perpetrators of domestic abuse. There is also some planned work for the coming financial year, involving
‘revolving door’ offenders of acquisitive crime, which will pilot different ways of working to try and prevent and reduce reoffending.
The implementation of the new We Don’t Buy Crime team also provides a focus on acquisitive crime; working with communities to
make them less attractive to criminals and utilising tactics to bring offenders of these types of crime to justice. This will be delivered
through a robust, evidence-led approach. It will work closely with the upcoming Problem-Solving Hubs to provide a holistic,
sustainable approach to these types of crime, reducing repeat victimisation and repeat offending.

1.5 Investigation Outcome Rates
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The table above displays outcomes based on crime committed date. Positive outcome rates against finalised outcomes for quarter 1
2021/22 is 4% below the 2 year quarterly. % of Positive outcomes in quarter 1 2021/22 are 6% below the 2 year quarterly average,
this figure isn’t in line with previous quarters, but it is highly likely this will improve as the year progresses and is to be expected due
to the number of crimes still recorded as New or Under Investigation, which will always create a time lag in finalised outcomes based
on this way of reporting.

Priority 2 - Supporting Victims

2.1 Percentage of Victim Satisfaction with Service Received
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The Victims Board has continued to oversee a programme of improvement work and scrutinise performance. There has been a vast
improvement in four of the five areas this quarter. In quarter 1 2020/21 the survey script was modified so that the question would not
be asked of anyone whose case is “resolved without deployment”. Therefore, we can only truly compare the last 2 quarters for the
‘kept informed’ measure. It is also expected that the increased internal communication and training about updating and
communicating with victims will also have contributed to this positive change. The introduction of the new model for victims’ services
which will enhance the information and support provided to victims. Victims will be able to have one consistent point of contact for
updates and information as well as making appropriate referrals for support. This will be implemented from April onwards in a phased
approach.
For the year 2021/22 victim satisfaction surveys will be under review for the first 6 months of the year and will take on a new format
with an expected update in quarter 2 2021/22.

2.2 Number of Repeat Victims of Crime
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N.B The total numbers for repeat victims in this table relates to repeat offence types collectively, the repeat victims in the offence type part of the table relates
to each offence category. The slight discrepancy in the total figures is due to inaccurate recording at source.

In 2021/22 15% of all crimes have been committed against a repeat victim (a victim who has had more than one crime of any crime
type committed against them). When looking at repeat victims across specific crime types Violence without Injury (15%) remains the
most common type of crime with a repeat victim and accounts for 60% of all repeat victims, however when we compare this with

2020/21 it’s 4% higher, the difference between these figures has increased for the year end compared with previous quarters of
2020/21. A large majority of this category is made up of victims of domestic abuse and stalking and harassment, where the victim is
known to or an ex-partner of the offender. In many cases victims will report a current incident as well as past ones and therefore
immediately be recorded as a repeat victim. As stated in the repeat offender section, the PCC has invested in perpetrator work for
domestic abuse which should have an impact on victims. This funding also enabled increased support for victims. The PCC
recognises that perpetrator interventions can only be delivered safely when known and current victims are also offered support.

2.3 Number of Missing Children & Number of Repeat Missing Children
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The number of missing children in quarter 1 of 2021/22 has increased by 19% when compared with the previous quarter and follows
the usual trend of an increase in numbers in the first quarter of the year. Despite the high numbers both occurrences and repeat
occurrences of reported missing children remain below the 2 year quarterly average. This is likely to be COVID -19 related with less
restrictions on movement, more freedom for young people and in some cases positive developments for children in residential care
where staff have been able to use the opportunity to improve children’s safety.
We continue to see lower numbers of missing children and repeat missing children in 2021/22 as was evident in 2020/21 when
comparing it with the previous year 2019/20. This pattern could be attributed to the change in reporting practices seen in care homes
since the start of 2019/20 financial year, meaning fewer children are reported missing once an original curfew has been missed.
Safeguarding Hubs are now in place in all 5 Local Authorities and this will enhance the ability to respond early and offer support to
protect children and young people across Gwent.

2.4/2.5
Number of Adult & Children Public Protection Notices.

Number of Strategy Meetings for Adults and Children at Risk*
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*The strategy discussion numbers have only been monitored with the introduction of the new performance framework. Child Protection were considered first,
but this has now expanded to include Adults at Risk.

The number of PPNs for adults at risk in quarter 1 2021/22 has increased by 7% since quarter 4 2021/22. It is nearly 13% above the
prior 2-year average and 19% higher than numbers seen in quarter 1 2020/21. This continues to show that the work of improving
frontline officers’ understanding and response to safeguarding issues has continued rather than an actual safeguarding increase.
The number of adults at risk strategy discussions decreased by 5.5% this quarter compared to quarter 4 2021/22.
Child PPNs have decreased by 24% in quarter 1 2021/22 compared with the previous quarter, and the number of child protection
strategy meetings has increased by 8%. We have yet to understand the full impact of COVID and how this is affecting referrals and
meetings. It is an area that continues to be monitored by Gwent Police, the Gwent Safeguarding Board and individual Local
Authorities.

2.6 Number of Children Identified as experiencing Domestic Abuse through Operation Encompass Reports
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Operation Encompass is a police and education early intervention safeguarding partnership whereby police inform the relevant school
of any incident of domestic abuse that is experienced or involves a child or young person. It operates across the five Local Authorities
in Gwent. In quarter 1 2021/22 we see the number of single incidents increase by 23% compared the quarter 4 2020/21. The number
of multiple incidents of domestic abuse where children have been exposed has also increased decreased compared with quarter 4
2020/21 by 42. This increase in numbers is likely to be due to the lifting of the covid restrictions experienced throughout 2020/21.
The numbers have risen as expected to since lockdowns have eased and the night time economy has opened back up.

Priority 3 - Community Cohesion
3.1 Number of Persons Engaged with Your Voice
Your Voice is Gwent Police’s commitment to fulfil its statutory obligation to consult with the public, obtain views of local communities
and set priorities. They should be guided by and evidence-based approach and include the concerns of our local community or
communities. The process cycle is annual and contributes to problem solving activity during that period. The results from the last
survey are as follows;
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The Your Voice survey has presented a clear picture of what means the most to the residents in our communities who took part.
Throughout all communities there is still a consensus that Anti-social behaviour should be a top priority, followed by the dealing and
misuse of drugs in Blaenau Gwent, Monmouthshire, Newport & Torfaen Counties. In Blaenau Gwent & Caerphilly off road biking
remains a priority to our communities scoring 23% and 67% of priority choices given in the survey. In this ‘your voice survey’, Burglary
has been highlighted as a new priority in Caerphilly North, Caldicot & Usk.
Of the respondents who were happy to provide further information about themselves, the majority were Female aged 35 or above.
Those Respondents of other Ethnic groups accounting for only less than 3% in all areas apart from Newport where there were 8%.
On average 12% of respondents have a disability.
Although Covid restrictions have played a large part in the reduction in crime and ASB in the areas of concern, our Neighbourhood
Policing teams have made great progress to combat the issues raised. We hope to have examples of the work they have done for
the new concerns raised in quarter 2 2021/22.
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3.2 Number of Specials and Hours Contributed

Special Constables offer a valuable and vital resource to Gwent Police. They conduct local, intelligence–based patrols and take part
in crime prevention initiatives providing operational support to regular officers. There is usually a reduction in holiday periods, such
as the summer holidays, Christmas and Easter. However, it has increased since the start of COVID 19 and continues to do so.
Although the number of Active Specials has decreased by 6, the number of volunteered hours has significantly increased in quarter
1 2021/22. This is likely due to a new cohort of specials constables who started with an induction in April 2021, the new cohort are
committed to working a certain allocated number of hours for their initial 12 weeks.

3.3 Number of Heddlu Bach Schools and Children Engaged in the Programme

We have 64 Primary Schools currently hosting the Heddlu Bach programme in Gwent this is a decrease of 20% since quarter 4
2020/21. Heddlu Bach now engages 1,280 young people aged 9-11 years old. This decrease is due to the summer period and
schools holding off launching new schemes. During the covid pandemic Heddlu Bach was opened up to schools who were providing
the hwb which in turn increased the numbers. Heddlu Bach is now restricted to 15 members per school, and we hope to have a
reflection and update of how this has affected uptake in October 2021.
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We know that children participating in the scheme have an increased confidence in Gwent Police and improved feelings of safety.
The scheme is available to any school. We have particularly welcomed schools from areas of deprivation and higher crime to
encourage children to consider careers in policing and improve relationships with whole families and the police.

3.4 Number of Hate Crime Incidents & Number of Repeat Hate Crime Victims

N.B Hate crime numbers that have been sent to the Home Office, are those that have been logged as a crime, and not just an occurrence/incident.

The number of hate crime occurrences, and those that have been sent to the Home Office have increased significantly against the
figures seen in Quarter 4 2020/21 by 62% & 66%, the increase in hate crime could be again attributed to the local and national
lockdown measures easing and has coincided with Welsh Government social justice campaigns and high profile sporting events.
The tables below capture the strands by which hate crimes are categorised. The figures for quarter 1 2021/22 show that 60% of hate
crime recorded is of racial hate crime, followed by homophobic hate crime with 20%. Racial hate crime has seen a very slight increase

compared with quarter 4 2019/20. Recognising that there is still believed to be underreporting of hate crime, the Office of the Police
and Crime Commissioner and Gwent Police will continue to explore ways to encourage people to report. One of the ways identified
is for dedicated CSOs to improve engagement with communities in Gwent and encourage people to access services when needed.
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Priority 4 - Tacking anti-social behaviour (ASB)

4.1 Number of ASB Incidents
N.B the figures may be slightly different to the figures in the first table of this document due to the ABS incidents that fall outside of the East or West of the force, or that have been recorded incorrectly.

For the purpose of consistency, the table above only represents non-Covid 19 related ASB.
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The number of non - covid19 ASB incidents in quarter 1 2021/22 has increased by 22% compared to quarter 4 of 2020/21.
ASB can require varying levels of intervention required particularly when it is linked to crime and Gwent Police work closely with
partners to reduce anti-social behaviour and continue to address the issues highlighted by Your Voice.

4.2 Number of Repeat Victims of ASB

Repeat ASB victims have increased by 18% this quarter, which is in line with the increase in the total number of identified ASB victims
and the increase in ASB overall this quarter.

4.3 Number of Identified ASB Hotspots
The highest concentration of ASB incidents in quarter 1 2021/22 is in Torfaen – Cwmbran Town Centre, Newport East – Lliswerry &
Newport West – Pillgwenlly.
In quarter 1 2021/22, the most common period for incidents to occur was on a Friday & Saturday, between 14:00hrs and 23:00. This
is due to the night-time economy opening back up and the majority of covid restrictions easing.

4.4 Partnership Activity to Address Hotspots
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The five Community Safety Hubs are now fully established. The main purpose of the hubs is to facilitate a multi-agency approach to
dealing with crime and anti-social behaviour. Gwent Police Crime and Disorder Reduction Officers (CADRO) are embedded within
the hubs and other members include representatives from South Wales Fire and Rescue Service, Local Authority Community Safety
Teams and Connect Gwent. The OPCC is working with the CADROs and the ASB Coordinator to assist the hubs in producing
highlight reports, which will then be shared with the OPCC for analysis. Any trends and gaps are discussed across all agencies and
action taken by the agencies best able to meet the needs and manage the risks. When there is a trend of increased ASB, partners
will plan activities and events to enhance public confidence and address the issues. In quarter 2 2021/22 a case study with be
provided to give an example of the excellent work being undertaken.

Priority 5 - Effective and Efficient Service Delivery

5.1 Workforce Characteristics
The usual data represented in this report for quarter 1 2021/22 is unavailable due to unforeseen circumstances, however an extract
from the Strategy Performance Board (SPB) Performance report has been provided below;
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There is a gender disparity in the workforce for both officers and staff. For officers, females are underrepresented by approximately
16 percentage points (current census data reveals that females make up 51% of the population in Gwent). However, females are
overrepresented in the staff workstream area (by 16 percentage points) There is also disparity in the minority ethnic representation
in the workforce. For police officers, currently 2.6% are persons from an ethnic minority (3.9% 2011 Census, 5.1% StatsWales).
Ethnic minority representation in staff is even lower at 1.7%

5.2 Workforce Sickness Absence

The number of officers being recorded sick continues to show an improving picture, with the figure for quarter 1 2021/22 being 0.1%
below the same period last year. An improvement in officer sickness can be seen since quarter 1 2020/21.
The positive picture is replicated within the police staff figures, with quarter 1 2021/22 being the same as quarter 4 2020/21 and 0.4%
below quarter 1 2021/21. It remains at its lowest figure for the past two years.
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The reduction is likely due to a number of factors which include, increased number of staff working from home, increased uptake of
the flu vaccination and enhanced bio-secure environments.

5.3 Number of Complaints Received
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As reported in quarter 4 2019/20, the new complaints regulations were introduced on 1 February 2020. This has changed the way
that complaints are now dealt with. They are split into:
1) Non schedule 3 (Logged); this allows complaints to be dealt with outside of the Police Reform Act 2002, previously regarded
as dissatisfaction.
2) Schedule 3 (Recorded) which relate to complaints dealt with under the Police Reform Act 2002, whereby the complainant
can request a review if they are not satisfied. Schedule 3 complaints are further split into Special Procedures
(Misconduct/Gross Misconduct), the review body being the IOPC; or Non-Special Procedures (handled reasonably and
proportionately), the review body being LPB (Local Policing Body).
During Quarter 1 & 2 2020/21 there is still have a mixture of old and new regulations, which instantly highlight an increase in
complaints, as all complaints whether logged or recorded are recorded under the complaint register. It will be 12 months before we
can accurately ascertain our baseline.
In line with the national picture, Delivery of Duties and Service (General Level of Service) remains the most prevalent category for
allegations. Work continues by Gwent Police to improve positive crime outcomes and improve victim support and timeliness. This in

turn should help to reduce the number of complaints in this category. It will be monitored over the next 12 months as new processes
such as the use of community resolutions, monitoring victim updates and referrals to support services are put into place.

Timeliness - Albeit timeliness is no longer a Key Performance Indicator nationally Gwent PSD resolve most complaints in a timely
manner. The below table shows the cases that have been finalised during Quarter 1 between 0-30 days, most of which relate to NonSchedule 3 complaints.
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5.4 Stop and Search

Quarter 1 2021/22 saw a decrease in the use of Stop and Search by 36% and is the lowest it has been since quarter 3 2019/20. The
volume of stops carried out in Quarter 1 2021/22 represents a 57% decrease when compared to the same period in the previous
year. This also represents a 46% decrease when compared to the 2 year quarterly average. Approx. 24% of stop searches force
wide resulted in an item being found. These rates are in line with preceding quarters, with find rates in Quarter 4 being the same.

The decrease in stop and search activity points to more intelligence led stops throughout the force area with the Area Support Unit
model being replaced by a more efficient Roads Policing and Support Operations one.
A new governance structure and process for this area, has been implemented providing more enhanced scrutiny and oversight.
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Find rates showed that during quarter 1 2021/22, 8% of people stopped were BAME. 10 BAME people were arrested during quarter
1 2021/22 from a total of 50 BAME stops for an arrest rate of 20%. Find rates of white people stopped during quarter 1 2021/22,
were 29%. There were 52 arrests of white people during Quarter 1 from a total of 477 stops for an arrest rate of 11%. In quarter 2
2020/21 there appeared to be significant disproportionality between arrest rates of BAME and non-BAME persons, however, since
quarters 3 and 4 2020/21 the arrest rate for both BAME and non- BAME were almost equal. However, this quarter there is a
difference of 9%. Work continues to develop via the Coercive Powers Scrutiny Board and subgroup scrutiny and analysis which will
enable the force to be able to be more specific in relation to explanations regarding disproportionality and legitimacy. The OPCC
continues to facilitate independent external scrutiny of stop and search via the Legitimacy Scrutiny Panel (LSP). Comprised of
members of the Independent Advisory Group, the LSP reviews force data, stop and search records and body worn video to provide
feedback and recommendations on a six-monthly basis. The outcomes are fed into the Coercive Powers Scrutiny Panel for
consideration and action as appropriate. Outcome reports are published on the OPCC website for public information and
transparency.
5.5 Number of 999 Calls

In quarter 1, there were 21,207 999 calls; which equates to an average of 233 calls per day and 10 calls per hour. The demand
from 999 calls has increased significantly in quarter 1 2021/22, compared the previous 2 quarters, and now show similar call
numbers to that seen in quarter 2 2020/21 peak and those number seen pre pandemic. This is probably due to the easing of local
and national Covid 19 lockdowns. Demand has increased by 33% compared with quarter 4 2021/22 and by 22% when compared
with quarter 1 2020/21.
5.6 Number of 101 Answered and Abandoned
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101 call demand has risen by 18% in quarter 1 2021/22 compared to quarter 4 2020/21, there were 38,897 101 calls; which
equates to 427 calls per day (excluding switch board calls) and 18 calls per hour. Approximately 19% of calls were abandoned,
which is the highest number of abandoned calls seen since quarter 2 2020/21.
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Agenda Item 12
POLICE AND CRIME PLAN 2021-24
INTRODUCTION
In the five years since I was first elected as Police and Crime Commissioner, my
office and Gwent Police have worked tirelessly to make Gwent a safer place to live,
work and visit.
I am immensely proud that Gwent is one of the safest places in the United Kingdom
and I am steadfast in my commitment to ensuring this remains the case.
This Police and Crime Plan sets out my vision and priorities for policing in Gwent for
the next three years. I have developed my plan following extensive public
engagement and have listened to a range views from diverse communities across
Gwent. By gathering these views, I have sought to gain further understanding of
what matters to the people of Gwent.
My Police and Crime Plan priorities have been chosen to meet the needs of
communities and ensure that Gwent Police are best placed to provide an effective
police service.
Tackling offending, supporting victims and increasing community confidence in
policing are all central to my plan. Additionally, I have made it a priority to drive
forward sustainable policing practices to ensure a more efficient, environmentallyfriendly 21st Century police service.
As your Police and Crime Commissioner, it is my responsibility to hold Gwent Police
to account for delivering against my plan. To do this, I have created a series of
outcomes to be achieved over the next three years. These outcomes will allow me to
measure both mine and Gwent Police’s performance in implementing my Police and
Crime Plan.
In my second term, I will build on the strong foundations already established and
consolidate the successes achieved alongside Gwent Police and partners. However,
due to the ever-changing nature of crime, it is also important that policing is forward
thinking and always looking for new and innovative ways to deal with emerging
demands and challenges. Through close collaboration with the Chief Constable, I will
continue to make sure that Gwent Police is equipped to respond to the challenges of
both today and tomorrow.
Since I published my last Police and Crime Plan, the world has faced significant
upheaval in the wake of Covid-19. The effects of the pandemic have been far
reaching, touching all facets of society and placing immense pressure on public
services. Policing has been no exception to this. During the most difficult periods of
the pandemic, Gwent Police enforced lockdown restrictions with fairness and
understanding, taking decisive steps to safeguard the most vulnerable in our
communities. I commend the conduct of officers who rose to these challenges and
made sure that Gwent Police was there for those in need.
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However, the impact of COVID-19 will extend beyond the public health crisis. The
effects on society are expected to be generational. Policing, which was already
stretched prior to the pandemic, will also need to recover. Over the next three years,
I will make every effort to ensure that Gwent Police receives the support necessary
to overcome any lasting challenges from COVID-19. I will also work closely with the
Chief Constable and other partners to ensure that we are working together as public
services to meet the needs of communities heavily hit by the pandemic.
Finally, as your Police and Crime Commissioner, I will continue to seek your views
and concerns, acting as your voice when holding Gwent Police to account. Rest
assured, the Chief Constable and I are both determined to do everything we can to
deliver my Police and Crime Plan priorities.
Jeff Cuthbert
Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
September 2021
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INTRODUCTION
The Police and Crime Plan for 2021-2024 sets out a clear vision for policing in
Gwent for the next four years.
My team and I are hugely committed to achieving the plan and doing everything that
we can to keep the communities of Gwent safe.
Policing relies on good partnerships to succeed. These include partnerships with the
Police and Crime Commissioner, local authorities, local health boards and other
partners, but of course importantly it relies on strong partnerships with our very own
communities.
I look forward to building upon the great relationships that we currently have with all
of the above and to continued partnership working to ensure that this plan is a
success.
Pam Kelly
Chief Constable, Gwent Police
September 2021
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VISION STATEMENT
Making Gwent a safer place to live and work
Police and Crime Priorities for Gwent






Keep Neighbourhoods Safe
Combat Serious Crime
Support Victims and Protect the Vulnerable
Increase Community Confidence in Policing
Drive Sustainable Policing

I will continue to work with the Chief Constable and other partners to deliver against
these priorities, recognising that many of these issues cannot be achieved by
policing alone.
My Police and Crime Plan will be underpinned by a performance framework to
ensure that it supports the monitoring and evaluation of the progress made by Gwent
Police, funded programmes and my office.
The Chief Constable will provide a detailed annual delivery plan of the activities
proposed to achieve my plan outcomes from a policing perspective.
My office’s business plan will detail our contribution towards delivering my priorities,
with progress and achievements against activities reported each year in my annual
report.
We also recognise our responsibilities under the Well-being of Future Generations
(Wales) Act 2015 in working towards one public service and the principles of this
plan outline my commitment towards this goal.
Central commitments
Running through the heart of this plan are five central commitments that touch every
area of policing.
Value for Money
How we use our limited financial resources to provide an efficient police service is
critical. As Commissioner, I am required to have effective financial planning and
monitoring processes in place to ensure a value for money service that meets local
needs. This involves:




Setting the policing budget for Gwent, including the police precept component
of local council tax;
Distributing policing grants from central government; and
Maintaining and supporting effective scrutiny and accountability
arrangements, such as the Joint Audit Committee and the Police and Crime
Panel for Gwent.
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More information on the cost of policing and the police and crime budget for Gwent is
included within this plan on page 18.
Equality
The principles of social justice and fairness remain the cornerstone of policing in
Gwent, with equality and respect integral to the way we design and deliver our
services. This includes a commitment to tackling disadvantage and poverty as set
out in the Well-being of Future Generations Act.
During 2021, my office and Gwent Police published our second joint Strategic
Equality Plan (SEP) which runs until 2024. This provides a clear commitment to
equality, diversity and inclusion. Linked to the priorities in this plan, our vision for
policing in Gwent is to:




Provide a police service that reflects the communities it serves;
Foster an organisational culture that demonstrates the importance of equality
and inclusivity; and
Deliver a high-quality service that Gwent’s diverse communities are confident
to use and engage with.

Sustainability
In recent years, the conversation around the environment and the approaches to
reducing carbon emissions has increased. In providing appropriate arrangements to
deliver an effective policing service, I am committed to ensuring sustainability in our
structures, processes, resources and assets. Fostering a culture of sustainability and
a conscious mindset to reduce, reuse and recycle wherever possible will help to
offset our impact on the environment, both as individuals and as organisations. This
is reflected in my priority to drive sustainable policing.
Partnerships
Building strong, positive relationships that support effective partnership working is
fundamental to the successful delivery of my Police and Crime Plan. Gwent has a
long history of excellent partnerships across a wide range of organisations at
national, regional and local levels. As Commissioner, I have a duty when carrying out
my functions to:




Consider the relevant priorities of each responsible community safety and
criminal justice partner;
Work with these on matters of crime and disorder; and
Make arrangements (where appropriate) to provide an efficient and effective
criminal justice system for Gwent.

Cyber-Related Crime
Cyber-related crime poses an ever-growing threat that relates to every part of this
plan. As we increasingly rely on technology and spend more time online, criminals
continue to develop more sophisticated methods and techniques to exploit digital
opportunities. For the year ending March 2021, the Crime Survey for England and
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Wales reported that fraud and cyber-related offences now make up more than 50%
of all crime in England and Wales. However, online crime is not limited to defrauding
people or businesses; it is also used to spread hate, proliferate serious crime, or by
abusers to take their criminal behaviour, such as exploitation and other forms of
abuse, online.
Tackling and preventing these long-term threats requires sustained investment in
specialist capabilities and support for vulnerable victims. I am a board member of the
Cyber Resilience Centre for Wales and remain committed to working with the Chief
Constable for the lifetime of this plan in ensuring Gwent Police has appropriate and
effective resources to tackle all forms of cyber-related crime and that our services
are capable of supporting victims according to their needs.
Policing Vision for Wales
Policing in Wales operates in a public sector that is largely devolved to Welsh
Government, whilst policing remains under the responsibility of the UK Government
through the Home Office. This situation brings both challenges and opportunities for
policing, criminal justice partners working in Wales, and devolved public sector and
other bodies.
Our ambition is to seize the opportunities and make these arrangements work for the
benefit of our communities. That requires us to play a prominent role across the
public sector, so that all public services in Wales work together to keep our
communities safe.
During 2021/22, we are developing a vision for policing in Wales that focuses on
working cooperatively and in partnership with other organisations and agencies.
Together we will aim to deliver an “early intervention” approach to identify vulnerable
people, intervene early, prevent harm, keep people from drifting into the criminal
justice system, break the generational cycle of crime and harm and, where possible,
improve the lives of all concerned.
I am part of the Policing in Wales group, which sees all four Police and Crime
Commissioners, their teams, the Policing Liaison unit and the four Chief Constables
meet regularly to strategically plan our approach to policing in Wales.
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KEEP NEIGHBOURHOODS SAFE
Tackling crime and anti-social behaviour that impacts the safety and wellbeing of communities in Gwent
Every day, Gwent Police’s neighbourhood teams work in the heart of communities to
prevent crime and anti-social behaviour, while tackle offending where it does occur.
Acquisitive crime – such as robbery, burglary and theft – public order offences and
criminal damage are corrosive to the safety and well-being of communities. Motoring
offences, such as dangerous driving, also impact community safety and can lead to
devastating consequences. To address these crimes and prevent harm, we will work
with our community safety partners to target those who offend persistently.
During my first term, Gwent Police invested significantly into neighbourhood policing,
increasing the number of officers based in communities and embedding best practice
crime prevention measures. Following a review I undertook in 2019, Gwent Police
now has a crime prevention lead to drive improvements in this area. We will build on
this good work and take every available opportunity to make our neighbourhoods in
Gwent safer.
Key commitments





Reduce public order offences and anti-social behaviour
Reduce acquisitive crime
Improve the safety of roads throughout Gwent
Commission and invest in effective crime prevention initiatives

What we will do







Deterring criminals through new and innovative crime prevention initiatives,
such as We Don’t Buy Crime and multi-agency Problem Solving Hubs
Reducing re-offending through offender management and diversion
programmes that tackle criminal behaviours and address offender needs,
such as drug and alcohol misuse or lack of housing
Working with partners to identify and address crime and anti-social behaviour
hotspots using integrated multi-agency action
Supporting communities to develop resilience to crime, by providing crime
prevention advice
Improving the safety of our roads through targeted enforcement and the
strategic placement of GoSafe speed camera vans throughout Gwent
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COMBAT SERIOUS CRIME
Preventing and reducing crimes that cause significant harm to communities
and victims
Serious crime is deeply damaging to communities and often affects the most
vulnerable in society. We will combat serious crime using all the tools at our
disposal, ranging from proactive prevention through to tackling offending and
safeguarding those at risk.
With this priority, our focus will be on offences with potential to cause significant
harm, such as serious organised crime and violence, child criminal and sexual
exploitation, rape and other sexual offences, fraud, domestic abuse, hate crime and
terrorism.
Due to the severity and often hidden nature of these crimes, it is vital that we work
closely with partners to identify and respond to both victims and offenders. My office,
Gwent Police and partners will adopt a strategic approach to ensure we take
decisive action that gets to the root causes of these crimes and prevents further
harm.
Key commitments





Reduce the number of repeat victims of child criminal and sexual exploitation
Increase disruption of serious organised crime, and reinvest assets seized
back into communities
Improve the overall criminal justice response to rape and serious sexual
offences
Commission and invest in services that work with perpetrators of serious
crime to prevent and reduce re-offending

What we will do








Proactive prevention work with those at risk of offending and deterring them
from becoming involved in crime
Working closely with partners to target and reduce crime causing the most
harm in our communities
Tackling re-offending through diversion and offender management
programmes that address criminal behaviours, while promoting resilience and
personal responsibility
Increasing detection of hidden or underreported crimes, including domestic
abuse, rape, child criminal and sexual exploitation and modern slavery and
human trafficking
Educating and raising awareness of the impact of crime, including cyberenabled crime, domestic abuse and hate crime along with the risks of drug
and alcohol misuse
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SUPPORT VICTIMS AND PROTECT THE VULNERABLE
Providing high quality support to victims of crime and protecting those who
are most vulnerable from harm
Becoming a victim of crime can have a devastating effect on someone’s life. It is
therefore critical that we get our response to victims right every time.
Delivering effective support for victims means taking a compassionate and victimcentred approach to everything we do. This includes ensuring that our support
services are timely and capable of meeting a range of needs. In addition to
supporting those who have experienced crime, we must also be ready to safeguard
those who are vulnerable or at risk of harm. For example, victims of domestic abuse,
sexual and criminal exploitation, and modern slavery and human trafficking.
There are a range of support services available for victims in Gwent, including the
multi-agency victims’ hub, Connect Gwent, and Gwent Police’s Victim Care Unit. For
victims of domestic abuse, rape and other serious sexual offences, there is also
specialist support in place through independent advisers. These services are crucial
and the importance we place on them is reflected in the high levels of investment
both my office and Gwent Police have made into them. We will maintain this
commitment and look for further opportunities to improve and expand our service
offer to victims.
Key commitments





Provide effective victim services that identify and respond appropriately to the
needs of victims through Connect Gwent and the Victim Care Unit
Enhance our work with partners to protect those most vulnerable
Ensure that all victims receive timely police investigation updates
Commission and invest in specialist services to support victims throughout the
criminal justice process

What we will do







Working with partners in Gwent and nationally to identify and tackle all forms
of exploitation and abuse
Working with criminal justice partners in Gwent and across Wales to meet the
needs of victims and witnesses in the criminal justice system
Offering inclusive victim services that support diverse backgrounds and
people with protected characteristics, including children, young people, the
elderly, those who identify as LGBT+ and people from minority ethnic
communities
Supporting and advising victims on how to develop resilience in crime to
prevent repeat victimisation and further harm
Identifying service gaps or areas for improvement and working with partners
to commission and develop required services
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INCREASE COMMUNITY CONFIDENCE IN POLICING
Working with Gwent Police to improve our relationships with our communities
and improve public confidence in policing
We will strengthen our relationships with our communities, working with them to
enhance their trust and confidence in the services we provide.
The police service polices by consent. To continue to do so, we must develop our
relationship with our residents and those that access our services, acting
legitimately, ethically and transparently in everything we do. As part of our
commitment to these principles, my office will work with Gwent Police and resident
volunteers to monitor officer conduct through the Legitimacy Scrutiny Panel.
Regular, two-way engagement with all our communities, particularly those that are
seldom-heard and harder-to-engage, provides opportunities for them to share their
opinions and experiences of policing in Gwent.
To improve public confidence, we must ensure the way we respond to changes in
demand and public expectation consider the needs of our diverse communities while
improving the representation of our workforce.
Key commitments




Officers and staff engage more effectively with residents in their communities
Neighbourhood police teams are more accessible through a variety of contact
channels that meet the needs of the public
Increase reporting of crime by communities that are less likely to engage with
the police

What we will do







Proactively engaging with communities and partners to provide regular
opportunities for feedback on their experiences of our policing services to
contribute to our continuous improvement, including complaints and conduct
Providing timely feedback to communities, organisations and people to
demonstrate where their views have helped improve services and outcomes
Ensuring our processes and decision-making are legitimate, transparent and
evidence-based
Actively promoting recruitment opportunities across our communities and
improving the retention of officers and staff from under-represented groups
Continuing the development of our citizens in policing programme to provide
inclusive opportunities for community participation in policing
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DRIVE SUSTAINABLE POLICING
Providing a value for money police service that operates responsibly, with
sustainable infrastructures that support current and future demands
We will work to provide a modern policing service that operates sustainably and
effectively, with a developed culture of environmental consciousness.
The nature of policing is dynamic and constantly flexing to meet rapidly changing
demands. To deliver an efficient service for our communities and successfully tackle
our biggest challenges, we need adaptable and resilient organisational structures.
They need to be complemented with sustainable processes and financial
arrangements that enable effective and consistent resourcing of officers and staff.
Traditional use of buildings, technology and consumable items, and ongoing
requirements for police vehicles creates a significant ecological footprint. Through
responsible procurement and disposal processes, as well as the use of greener
vehicles and energy, we can increase our contribution to creating a globallyresponsible Wales.
In developing a sustainable policing model for Gwent, we will pay due regard to the
Well-being of Future Generations Act and the Welsh Government’s ‘Cymraeg 2050:
A million Welsh speakers’ strategy. Doing so will help us ensure that the
organisations we build today endure long into the future.
Key commitments





Ensure Gwent Police have the right number of officers, staff and volunteers in
the right places
Increasingly invest in and adopt 21st Century policing technology to meet
tomorrow’s challenges today
Enhance health and well-being support for officers and staff to ensure our
workforce is fit and ready to meet the challenges of policing
Reduce the environmental impact of policing in line with Welsh Government’s
carbon neutral targets and the Well-being of Future Generations Act

How we do it





Investing in buildings, technology and equipment that helps reduce and offset
our impact on the environment
Investing in learning and development programmes that deliver continuity in
knowledge and skills to provide an effective, engaged and informed workforce
Ensuring planning, recruitment and progression processes provide workforce
sustainability that meets the demands of modern policing
Delivering a financially viable policing service that provides value for money
and effective resources to meet demand
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Actively reducing our consumable waste and responsibly disposing of or
recycling technology and equipment to help to reduce our ecological footprint

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
I developed my plan following extensive engagement with the public and key
stakeholders and listened to a range views from diverse communities across Gwent.
By gathering these views, I gained further understanding of what matters to the
people of Gwent and our partners in policing.
To do this, I ran an online survey between July 25 – September 11 and
complemented this with 30 engagement events across Gwent, totalling 196 hours of
engagement. My team and I spoke with more than 3,000 people, with 375
completing the survey as a result. We also gave away more than 200 QR codes to
people to fill in the survey at a time and place convenient to them. Even when
surveys weren’t completed, comments were captured and reviewed so we could look
for themes, issues and strength of feeling.
This was in addition to the 1,461 people who completed the survey online, meaning
1,829 people had their say on policing priorities in Gwent in just seven weeks. For
comparison, the last Police and Crime survey had 759 respondents in 12 weeks.
Where stories of the survey were posted online, I also reviewed comments left by
people and factored them into my thinking.
I would like to thank everyone who voiced their views to us, either in person or
online. I took everything onboard while writing my plan, and this gives me great
confidence that my plan will address the matters most important to the people of
Gwent.
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PARTNERSHIPS
Building and maintaining partnerships with organisations in the public and voluntary
sectors is vital in delivering my Police and Crime Plan.
In my previous term as Police and Crime Commissioner, I was actively involved in a
variety of partnerships in Gwent and at a national level. I remain committed to these
partnerships and build on the successes we have accomplished so far.
It is now more important than ever that we work closely with our partners to navigate
the difficulties COVID-19 has placed on policing and other public sector agencies.
Working together to make Gwent safer
Every day, Gwent Police faces significant and wide-ranging challenges when
tackling crime and supporting victims. Many of these challenges are too big to be
resolved by policing alone. That is why my office and Gwent Police work closely with
partners. Some current examples of partnership working in Gwent involving my office
and Gwent Police include:






The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act introduced public service
boards (PSBs) to improve partnership working between public services in
each local authority area in Wales. My office and I attended the PSBs in the
five local authority areas in Gwent and will attend the Gwent PSB in the
future. We will continue to work closely with partners to promote community
safety and help deliver on my Police and Crime Plan.
Violence against women, domestic abuse and sexual violence (VAWDASV)
are sadly all too common crimes that persist in our society. Both Gwent Police
and I are committed to eradicating these crimes and work with partners to
achieve this. The Gwent VAWDASV Board is a vital forum that enables
partnership working to preventing abuse and support victims.
The Gwent Safer Communities Board is a community safety partnership
established by my office in 2015. The aim was to provide a joined-up
approach to preventing crime and anti-social behaviour, reducing reoffending, and supporting victims. Safer Gwent also commissions community
safety services that support the work of the partnership. I have awarded
funding to a number of projects through Safer Gwent and will continue to work
closely with partners to help deliver my Police and Crime Plan.

Working together to make Wales and the UK safer
In addition to working with partners in Gwent, Gwent Police and I are also engaged
in a number of Wales-wide partnerships. Collaboration at an all-Wales level ensures
policing is best placed to maintain public safety and utilise resources effectively to
create a resilient, sustainable service. Some current examples of all-Wales
partnership working involving my office and Gwent Police include:
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The Welsh Extremism and Counter Terrorism Unit (WECTU) provides a
single, unified Special Branch for the whole of Wales to respond to the threat
of international terrorism and domestic extremism. WECTU helps make Wales
safer by building confidence and trust in communities. It does this by working
with the public and partners to identify, target and disrupt terrorists and
extremists.
The All Wales School Liaison Core Programme (AWSLCP) is a partnership
between Welsh Government and the four police forces in Wales. The
AWSLCP is focused on prevention and recognises the role education can
play in helping children to achieve better life outcomes. Through the
AWSCLP, uniformed officers deliver lessons on topics such as substance
misuse, anti-social behaviour and online safety, as well as supportive school
policing initiatives.
The Policing Partnership Board for Wales is a collaboration between Welsh
Government, Police and Crime Commissioners and Chief Constables. The
board provides a valuable opportunity to agree a consistent approach to the
challenges we face in Wales. I also work with the Association of Police and
Crime Commissioners, national third sector organisations and UK
Government.
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NATIONAL POLICING RESPONSIBILITIES
As stated in my introduction to this plan, it is my responsibility to set the local policing
priorities for Gwent. I have chosen my priorities based on evidence and to reflect the
issues that matter most to the people of Gwent.
In addition to my local priorities, there are a number of national policing
responsibilities that Gwent Police must deliver against. These responsibilities ensure
policing is able to respond when threats to public safety are on national dimensions. I
will continue to work closely with the Chief Constable to support Gwent Police in
meeting their national responsibilities.
Strategic Policing Requirement (SPR)
Set by the Home Secretary, the SPR sets out the national threats that police forces
in England and Wales must be prepared to respond to. As Police and Crime
Commissioner, I must pay regard to the SPR when setting out my Police and Crime
Plan.
The national threats identified in the SPR are as follows:






Serious and organised crime
Terrorism
National cyber security incidents
Child sexual abuse
Civil emergencies and threats to public order or safety

Both the Chief Constable and I will continue to work with our counterparts, other
police forces, and regional and national partners to ensure Gwent Police are well
positioned to tackle these threats.
Policing Vision 2025
In my last Police and Crime Plan I stated my commitment to working with the Chief
Constable to implement the Association of Police and Crime Commissioners’ and
National Police Chief Council’s ‘Policing Vision 2025’. I remain committed to this
vision and I am pleased to say we made good progress in my first term.
We will continue work on implementing Policing Vision 2025 by:




Aligning and, where appropriate, integrating local policing with other local
public services to improve outcomes for residents and protect the vulnerable;
Strengthening our response to new and complex threats, reinforcing and
developing the way we deliver specialist capabilities;
Ensuring policing is a profession with a more representative workforce that
aligns the right skills, powers and experience to meet challenging
requirements;
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Enhancing our digital policing capabilities to make it easier and more
consistent for the public to make digital contact;
Improving our use of digital intelligence and evidence, while ensuring we can
transfer all material in a digital format to the criminal justice system;
Delivering police business support functions in a consistent manner to ensure
efficiency and enhance interoperability across the police service; and
Embedding clear accountability arrangements to support policing at local and
national levels.

Beating Crime Plan
In July 2021, the UK Government launched its ‘Beating Crime Plan’. The plan sets
out the government’s strategic approach to tackling crime, with a particular focus on
cutting homicide, serious violence and neighbourhood crime; exposing and ending
hidden harms; and building capability and capacity to deal with fraud and online
crime.
I will work with UK Government and relevant partner agencies in order to support
Gwent Police in delivering against the plan throughout my term.
National Crime and Policing Measures
The National Crime and Policing Measures outlines the UK Government’s key
priorities on crime, which fall under the following headings:







Reduce murder and other homicides
Reduce serious violence
Disrupt drugs supply and county lines
Reduce neighbourhood crime
Tackle cyber crime
Improve satisfaction among victims

Introduced in 2021, the measures have been put forward to provide national
accountability and collective responsibility for police performance.
These measures will run alongside my monitoring of Gwent Police’s performance
and delivery against my Police and Crime Plan. When combined, the measures and
my local scrutiny of Gwent Police will ensure that the people of Gwent receive a
high-quality policing service.
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DAY IN THE LIFE
Infographic - latest day in the life information to come when final plan is being
designed
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BUDGET/FINANCE
Waiting on updated budget information – due in October
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COMMISSIONING
As Police and Crime Commissioner, I have powers to commission services and
award grants to organisations to help deliver my Police and Crime Plan.
Commissioning is a vital asset to my work and allows me to take decisive action in
addressing areas of need and improving public safety.
In my first term, I worked with community safety and criminal justice partners in
Gwent and beyond to develop a common approach to crime and community safety.
Through this work I was able to pool resources with partners and make decisions on
commissioning to meet identified gaps in service.
I will continue to build on the shared vision and close partnerships I have developed
to support my commissioning strategy for this Police and Crime Plan.
Police Community Fund
I established the Police Community Fund to enable children and young people in
Gwent to be safer, healthier and happier. The fund focuses on early intervention and
prevention. It also supports children and young people who are vulnerable to move
forward with their lives and realise their full potential, establishing resilient, safer and
more inclusive communities.
Neighbourhood policing places a vital part in the fund. Local inspectors, and other
Gwent Police staff, help facilitate the generation of project ideas from communitybased not-for-profit organisations that work with children and young people who are
at risk of entering, or are already in the criminal justice system, or have been victims
of crime.
I am very proud of the Police Community Fund and the projects and services that
have been commissioned through it. The fund will remain a core component of my
commissioning strategy in my second term. I look forward to working with local
organisations in Gwent to achieve better life outcomes for children and young people
and their communities. Here are some examples of services and projects funded
during my first term:


Connect Gwent is the only victim support hub of its kind in Wales. As a multiagency hub, Connect Gwent brings together a range of specialist
organisations under one roof to provide advice, advocacy, support and
guidance to victims. The hub has staff and volunteers working across the five
local authority areas of Gwent from Age Cymru, Aneurin Bevan University
Health Board, Umbrella Cymru, Victim Support, and New Pathways.



Women’s Pathfinder Whole System Approach and the 18 – 25 Early
Intervention Service support women and young people with challenges
around alcohol and substance misuse, mental health problems and family
relationships. The services work to stop people from entering the criminal
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justice system by creating a support network and helping them to live safer,
healthier lives. Jointly commissioned by my office, the South Wales Police
and Crime Commissioner, Welsh Government and HMPPS in Wales, both
services highlight the positive outcomes that can be achieved when
organisations work together to achieve change.


Since first taking office in 2016, I have invested more than £800,000 each
year into Gwent Drug and Alcohol Service (GDAS). Most of this funding is
used to support GDAS Criminal Justice, which provides valuable support to
drug and alcohol users within, or at the point of entry to, the criminal justice
system. GDAS Criminal Justice works with Gwent Police and partners to
provide a multi-agency response to issues such as county lines,
homelessness and domestic violence.



Positive Futures is a sport-based social inclusion programme that aims to
inspire children and young people, while helping them lead happy and healthy
lives. Delivered across the five local authority areas in Gwent, the programme
uses sport to engage with children and young people at risk from becoming
involved in crime and anti-social behaviour. This can range from typical dropin sessions in areas where we know there is a problem with anti-social
behaviour, to more targeted one to one work with young people who have
been identified as particularly vulnerable.
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Criminal justice partners have a long and established relationship with the police. As
Commissioner, I have a pivotal role in supporting criminal justice partners to work
together, bringing greater clarity and accountability to the way that these partners
prioritise and collaborate across the criminal justice system in Gwent.
Gwent Criminal Justice Strategy Board
The Gwent Criminal Justice Strategy Board sits at the centre of the local criminal
justice system. It brings together local criminal justice agencies and key partners to
work together to provide a fair, efficient and effective criminal justice system. As
chair of the board, I am able to provide support to partners and retain oversight of all
local criminal justice matters.
The board has four priority areas of focus, which are derived from those agreed for
Criminal Justice in Wales (CJiW):






Understand and address the vulnerability and/or multiple complex needs of
people who offend
Understand and address the needs and vulnerabilities of victims and
witnesses at all points within their criminal justice experience
Utilise evidence to understand the causes and drivers of offending behaviour
and build onto existing prevention and early intervention approaches and
influence policy that reduces crime and makes positive change
Apply a ‘one public service’ approach in Gwent to advance race equality and
tackle disproportionality wherever it occurs

The board’s priorities are supported by a delivery plan, maintained by my office, with
updates on progress and issues reported into CJiW.
Criminal Justice in Wales
Formerly the All-Wales Criminal Justice Board, CJiW is a collective of executive
leaders from criminal justice organisations (including Police and Crime
Commissioners), Welsh Government and key partners. CJiW aims to ensure there is
a consistent, effective, efficient and accessible criminal justice system in Wales by:
 Providing vision, inspirational leadership and direction;
 Offering a space for collaborative decision-making between devolved and nondevolved partners on criminal justice systemic and policy matters;
 Providing a strategic space to discuss and influence criminal justice activity and
policy and unblock barriers; and
 Applying a ‘whole systems approach’ to set standards, scrutinise and challenge
performance of criminal justice in Wales.
CJiW sits above the four local Criminal Justice Boards, the Criminal Justice Steering
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Group and Integrated Offender Management (IOM) Cymru. Each priority and
workstream is inclusive of the ways we treat children and young people and features
tackling violence against women and girls as a golden thread. Local priorities reflect
those agreed by CJiW, supporting the consistent approach to criminal justice within
Wales.
CJiW operates four sub-groups to support the delivery of the priority workstreams for
victims, offenders, early intervention and prevention, and tackling racial disparity.
Staff from my office participate in each of these groups, helping to ensure that I am
represented across all levels of criminal justice partnership work in Wales.
Compliance with the Code of Practice for Victims of Crime
In April 2021, the Ministry of Justice’s new Code of Practice for Victims of Crime
came into operation, setting out the services to be provided to victims of crime by the
relevant service providers.
The new code of practice is based on 12 clearly defined rights that are easier for
victims to understand and set out the minimum level of service they can expect from
criminal justice agencies. It is also designed to increase accessibility and awareness
of victims’ rights while strengthening opportunities for victims to feed back on their
experiences.
As Commissioner, I am responsible for the facilitation of the code of practice
compliance monitoring process and must work with criminal justice and third sector
agencies to ensure that due process is given to the rights as set out in the code.
Achieving compliance against the rights will demonstrate that victims are being
supported through each stage of the process.
My office has worked with OPCC partners across Wales to agree a consistent
approach to reviewing and monitoring performance and compliance under the code
of practice. My team will coordinate compliance activity across our partners in
Gwent, reporting the outcomes to the Gwent Criminal Justice Strategy Board, CJiW
and the Ministry of Justice, as appropriate.
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MONITORING PERFORMANCE
As Commissioner, I am responsible for representing the people of Gwent and
making sure the service provided by the police is efficient and effective.
I do this by:








Setting the strategic direction for policing;
Holding the Chief Constable to account for the delivery of local policing;
Working with partners to prevent and tackle crime and re-offending;
Engaging with the public and communities;
Being the voice of the public, the vulnerable and victims;
Contributing to resourcing policing responses to regional and national threats;
and
Setting the budget for Gwent Police and ensuring value for money.

In carrying out my duties, I monitor and scrutinise Gwent Police’s performance. The
Chief Constable, officers and staff are responsible for delivering policing and
maintaining public order. They are accountable in law for the exercise of police
powers. They are also responsible for delivering the operational requirements of this
plan as set out by the priorities.
I meet regularly, both formally and informally, with the Chief Constable to ensure
that, on your behalf, I am satisfied that Gwent Police is meeting its obligations. In
addition, I hold a range of regular meetings to support the delivery of my Police and
Crime Plan.
To assist with this, my Manual of Corporate Governance outlines how I hold the
Chief Constable to account on your behalf. It ensures that there is an open, mutually
supportive, but constructively challenging relationship between us.
Accountability
I am accountable to the people of Gwent. To that end, I have a comprehensive
engagement and reporting programme, including several social media platforms and
website, which provide opportunities for me to inform you about what I am doing on
your behalf, and the outcomes achieved.
I will continue to hold engagement events, both online and in-person, and visit local
communities so that you can talk to me and my team directly about any issues and
concerns.
Police and Crime Panel
While I am ultimately responsible to the people of Gwent, my actions and decisions
are examined by the Police and Crime Panel on your behalf.
The Gwent Police and Crime Panel provides support and challenge to me when I
carry out my functions. It does not scrutinise the Chief Constable’s performance.
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The panel focuses on the important strategic actions and decisions I make, including
whether I have:





Achieved the aims set out in this plan;
Set an appropriate level of precept;
Considered the priorities of community safety partners; and
Consulted appropriately with the public and victims of crime.

An integral part of my accountability to the panel is the organisational performance
framework, which focuses on progress against the priorities in the plan. This was
developed by my office, in consultation with Gwent Police and panel members.
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary, Fire and Rescue
Gwent Police is also subject to an inspection regime by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate
of Constabulary, Fire and Rescue (HMICFRS). This independently assesses the
effectiveness and efficiency of policing across a variety of activities - from
neighbourhood policing to serious crime including terrorism – in the public interest
and with the aim of encouraging improvement.
In preparing its reports, HMICFRS asks the type of questions that the public would
ask. This provides reliable information to allow residents to compare the
performance of their police service against others. I publish responses to these to
the Home Secretary on each of these reports and recommendations. I also use the
findings to work with the Chief Constable to drive improvements in our local service
delivery.
Independent Office for Police Conduct
I also use any findings provided by the Independent Office for Police Conduct (IOPC)
to improve service delivery. The IOPC oversees the police complaints system in
England and Wales, investigating the most serious matters related to police conduct
and contact, and setting the standards by which the police should handle complaints.
The IOPC uses learning from its work to influence changes in policing, ensuring
accountability and sharing best practice and high standards in how services are
provided to the public.
Joint Audit Committee
Further oversight and support are provided by the Joint Audit Committee.
This meets every three months to provide independent:




Assurance to the Chief Constable and I regarding the adequacy of the risk
management framework as the associated control environment;
Scrutiny of Gwent Police and the OPCC’s financial performance; and
Oversight of financial reporting processes adapted from the Chartered
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) Audit Committee’s
practical guidance for local authorities.
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The committee provides comments, advice and assurance on matters relating to
these principal areas which are then considered and acted upon by the OPCC and
Gwent Police as appropriate.
OPCC business plan
My office’s business plan details how it will deliver my Police and Crime Plan
priorities. It is primarily intended as an internal document and is an operational tool to
enable planning and delivery. Progress is monitored through a monthly management
board.
My annual report captures performance against the objectives held within the
business plan along with a broader reflection of progress against the Police and
Crime Plan.
Annual report
Every year, I am required to publish an Annual Report. This sets out key
performance and delivery information for the year, as well as the major
achievements for both Gwent Police and my office.
My annual report also provides another opportunity for the Police and Crime Panel
and the public to hold me to account for how I am carrying out my duties.
Independent Advisory Group
The Independent Advisory Group (IAG) is a group of people independent to but
working in partnership with Gwent Police to act as ‘critical friends’ to advise on local
and national issues.
The IAG enables advice to be sought on policy, procedure and practices. In doing
so, it protects both the reputation of the police service and safeguards against
adverse impacts on any section of the community. Its main functions are to scrutinise
service delivery and to work alongside the police in the event of a critical incident.
My office and I also engage with the IAG to support our own functions, including
monitoring and scrutiny, and providing critical friend feedback on processes and
decisions.
Strategy and Performance Board
Strategy and Performance Board (SPB) is the main forum at which I hold the Chief
Constable to account for the delivery of policing in Gwent. SPB also acts as the
primary consultation environment for strategic decisions affecting us both.
SPB is responsible for a range of matters, including:





Considering how the policing service is being delivered in Gwent, including
staffing and resources and any community concerns;
Monitoring and managing delivery of the Police and Crime Plan;
Reviewing the delivery of operational policing through performance
information; and
Reviewing and monitoring how the policing budget is being managed.
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Gwent Police Delivery Plan
Each year, the Chief Constable provides a delivery plan detailing proposed policing
activities to achieve the outcomes required to meet my priorities. The delivery plan is
informed by Gwent Police’s force management statement, which is the cornerstone
of their ability to deliver a sustainable, effective and evidence-based policing service.
The delivery plan is also intended to provide me with assurance of a continued focus
on my priorities while enabling flexibility to quickly adapt to any change in those
priorities as a result of local or national influences.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
In producing my Police and Crime Plan, I am satisfied that policing in Gwent has
continued to move in a positive direction, even against the backdrop of COVID-19.
Through our effective partnership arrangements, we have successfully worked to
mitigate a range of specific pandemic-related issues across the criminal justice
system. We have also worked to ensure continuity in our commissioned services so
that victims and survivors have been able to access support during times of greater
risk.
The introduction of Gwent Police’s problem-solving hubs provides greater
opportunities to work with partners and the public, with the aim of creating more
resilient communities. Operation Uplift has continued to improve our policing
capacity, increasing our frontline resilience and ability to respond to incidents within
our communities. These are complementing the almost 200 additional police officer
posts created since I first became Commissioner in 2016. Changes to our working
practices have increased workforce flexibility and contributed to reducing our
environmental impact linked to travel and commuting.
We have also seen success in our efforts to tackle serious and organised crime.
Through sustainable partnership models, we aim to ensure that this work continues
to have a positive impact for the communities affected and any vulnerable individuals
that may find themselves caught-up in offending behaviour. Our ongoing
commitment to early intervention through diversion also continues to provide positive
outcomes in reducing reoffending and identifying those with additional support
needs.
While there is much to celebrate, we will not become complacent. My plan
demonstrates the wide range of issues and challenges that we must tackle if we are
to be successful in making Gwent a safer place. In maintaining effective
partnerships, we can improve the way we support our most vulnerable residents and
aim to address societal inequalities that continue to undermine community safety
and cohesion.
However, the pressures regarding funding for policing from UK Government remain.
The increasing reliance on local council taxpayers to make sure that Gwent Police
has adequate funding levels is an ongoing concern - particularly as many continue to
experience financial hardship and lack of employment due to the pandemic.
Providing a sustainable and effective policing service that is fit for the 21st Century
requires investment and planning. I will continue to support and challenge the Chief
Constable to provide effective deployment of policing resources to where they are
needed the most, whether on the frontline or to provide specialist capabilities to deal
with the crimes that cause the highest harm to our residents and communities. I will
also work to ensure that the police estate, our assets, equipment and working
practices provide greater efficiency and environmental sustainability.
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The increasing magnitude of cyber-related, serious and organised crime will continue
to require a coordinated effort between the police, communities, businesses,
partners and governments. Working with the other three police forces and Police and
Crime Commissioners in Wales and our relevant PSBs, we will drive partnership
working to achieve the very best public service possible. We will do this not only for
the people of Gwent, but across Wales as a whole.
I am confident that my plan demonstrates my continued commitment to the safety
and well-being of the communities and residents of Gwent. With the support of my
team, I will continue to hold the Chief Constable to account for the operational
delivery of my priorities and demonstrate how we are making Gwent a safer place in
which to live, work and visit.
Jeff Cuthbert
Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
September 2021
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Agenda Item 13
Medium Term Financial Plan 2022/23 to 2026/27
Updated position – August 2021
Background




The Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) 2021/22 to 2025/26 showed a Projected Recurring
Deficit at 2025/26, after efficiencies and reserves utilisation of £3.563m.
The MTFP has been updated to reflect known pressures and funding changes since
31/3/2021 and to roll it forward to cover the 5 year period 2022/23 to 2026/27.
The projected recurring deficit at 2026/27 is forecast at £4.933m – an increase of £1.370m.

Assumptions





The revised MTFP assumes continued pay awards of 2.5% for officers and staff from 2023/24
onwards. It also takes into account the 12 month effect on the 2022/23 budget of the
2021/22 pay freeze.
Inflationary pressures on non-pay costs are assumed to be 2% for general costs, 4% for
utilities, and 3% for fuel.
Council Tax precept growth is assumed at 6.82% over the 5 year period and also that the size
of the collection base will grow by 0.46% each year.

Establishment





The MTFP assumes a level of 1,465.5 FTE officers throughout the five years. Additional
officers through Operation Uplift are fully funded.
CSOs numbers are assumed to increase at 10 FTE per annum from 142 FTE in 2022/23 to 175
FTE in 2025/26 and 2026/27. The Welsh Government currently fund 101 FTE and have
confirmed further funding for an additional 20 FTE on top of this. The additional 20 FTE will
be therefore cost neutral to the Force.
Staff numbers increase from 803.9 FTE in 2022/23 to 819.9FTE by 2026/27.

Capital and Borrowing




It is assumed that the capital programme continues as previously forecast and that the
Torfaen Hub progresses. Plans for 2026/27 are being developed but a cost of £10.0m for
estates/ICT projects, £1.2m for fleet and £0.7m for long term projects have been included as
estimates. The impact of Op Uplift on the number and replacement of the vehicle fleet and
the estate have been factored into the capital programme.
Reserves for capital schemes will be fully utilised in 2021/22 and external borrowing will be
required in 2022/23 to fund the current capital programme. External borrowing costs are
included at 3.5% and total £2.243m over the five year MTFP period. Total borrowing at
2026/27 is estimated at £58.4m.

Key cost pressures


The previous MTFP included a figure of £2.0m per annum for future cost pressures and this
has been extended for the updated MTFP. As a result, most of the cost pressures already
identified since 31/3/2021 will be covered already by this one pressure. These include:
o Motor insurance £102k
Page 1 of 2
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Medium Term Financial Plan 2022/23 to 2026/27
Updated position – August 2021







o NPAS £164k
o Additional establishment changes/investments Feb/Mar 2021 £32k
o PCC: Substance misuse contract renewal £80k
o PCC: IOM Pathfinder pilot evaluation £64k
o ICT projects £235k
o Lost income from Torfaen CBC not renewing their lease of Pontypool station £100k
Offsetting this is additional funding of £420k on a recurring basis from the Welsh
Government for the shortfall in cost of the 101 CSOs they currently fund. The net position is
therefore approximately £357k additional pressures identified to date.
Additional costs for the growth in CSO numbers to 175 FTE in 2025/26 have been included
separately. This additional pressure is based on £35,000 per 1FTE and covers full salary costs
and a most of the kit costs for a new CSO.
A figure of £8.802m has been included for the potential increase in employer’s contributions
from the latest valuation of the Police Pension Schemes that is expected to be unveiled by
the Home Office from 2023/24. We have assumed this will be fully funded by the UK
Government at no cost to the PCC/Force.

Risks










Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) - due to be completed by the UK Government in
Autumn 2021. Early indications are that the level of funding of policing from previous years
will be substantially reduced, and PCCs and forces may be faced with flat cash funding in the
initial settlement in December 2021. The UK Government may expect PCCs to raise Council
tax precept levels to offset any real terms reductions in government funding.
Funding Formula - The UK Government will also carry out the long awaited review of the
Police Funding Formula alongside the CSR. The potential impact has previously been
estimated to be a reduction in funding to the PCC/Force of £2.0m in 2023/24, 2024/25 and
2025/26 – a total cut in funding of £6.0m. This is already included in MTFP cost pressures.
Council Tax – There is an ongoing risk that falls in the council tax collection rate may lead to
local authorities reducing their tax base. This would result in lower council tax precept
funding for the PCC.
Pension funding – The valuation of the Police Pension Schemes may not be fully funded by
the UK Government. This was the case following the 2016 valuation of the scheme and
PCCS/Forces were required to make up the shortfall from other funding sources.
Benefits realisation - A number of business cases considered by SIB over the last 6-12
months have been approved with fixed term contracts as a short term solution, funded nonrecurrently, for initial investments in services. Once these terms come to an end there is a
risk that, unless the benefits are clearly tracked and demonstrated, these initial investments
become business as usual by default resulting in additional cost pressures for our recurring
funding that would require additional and potentially substantial savings plans.

Matthew Coe
Head of Finance
26 August 2021
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Appendix 1b

Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent / Heddlu Gwent Police
Medium Term Financial Projections 2022/23 to 2026/27
At 25 August 2021

1
2
3
4
5
6

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

2021/22
Actual
£'000s

2022/23
Forecast
£'000s

2023/24
Forecast
£'000s

2024/25
Forecast
£'000s

2025/26
Forecast
£'000s

2026/27
Forecast
£'000s

Effect of increases to authorised Establishment, Pay Awards and Increments
Non-Staff Inflation
Apprenticeship Levy Scheme
In Service Pressures / Developments
Budget savings identified
Finance costs

2226.648
775.075
0
3001.565044
-60
339.763

3365.319
847.563
0
13.362
-60
788.942

3461.72
905.669
0
-1.019
-60
423.577

3296.935
963.947
0
2560.08
0
336.567

3376.733375
963.947
0
2349.68
0
354.523

7 Unavoidable Cost Increases

6283.051044

4955.186

4729.947

7157.529

7044.883375

8 Gross Budget Movement

6283.051044

4955.186

4729.947

7157.529

7044.883375

147555

153838.051

158793.237

163523.184

170680.713

147555

153838.051

158793.237

163523.184

170680.713

177725.5964

8.73%

4.26%

3.22%

2.98%

4.38%

4.13%

9 Recurring Base Budget Brought Forward
10 Projected Budgetary Requirement
11 % Increase on Previous Years Base Budget
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12 Funding
13
14
15
16

Central Government Funding
Police Grant
Revenue Support Grant
National Non-Domestic Rates

-51538.535
-21591.35
-10265.793

-51538.535
-21591.35
-10265.793

-49538.535
-21591.35
-10265.793

-47538.535
-21591.35
-10265.793

-45538.535
-21591.35
-10265.793

-45538.535
-21591.35
-10265.793

17

Total Central Government Funding

-83395.678

-83395.678

-81395.678

-79395.678

-77395.678

-77395.678

18

Council Tax

-64159.179

-68850.097

-73883.982

-79285.914

-85082.804

-91303.52678

-147554.857

-152245.775

-155279.66

-158681.592

-162478.482

-168699.2048

0.143

1592.276044

3513.577044

4841.592044

8202.231044

9026.391642

22 Future Year Staying Ahead Scheme Savings

0

-1586

-2773

-3463

-3778

-4093

23 Reserve Utilisation

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.143

6.2760439

740.5770439

1378.592044

4424.231044

4933.391642

19 Total Funding
20 Projected Recurring Deficit / (Surplus) Before Efficiencies
21 Efficiencies

24 Projected Recurring Deficit/ (Surplus) After Efficiencies & Reserve Utilisation
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POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR GWENT
2022/23 BUDGET SETTING TIMETABLE
August 2021

TASK

ASSIGNED
TO

START

END

1. Update MTFP to reflect national/ regional guidance,
emerging issues and strategic direction

Head of Finance
(HoF)

02/08/2021

27/08/2021

2. Chief Officer Team (COT) briefing on updated MTFP

ACOR

31/08/2021

06/09/2021

3. CFO OPCC briefing on MTFP

Assistant Chief
Officer–Resources
(ACO-R)
Police & Crime
Commissioner (PCC)

31/08/2021

31/08/2021

31/08/2021

31/08/2021

5. Strategy and Performance Board (SPB) briefing on
updated MTFP, planning process, strategic direction
and budget setting
6. Formal Budget Setting commences in Finance
Department (including four month Precept
consultation between October and January)
7. Joint Audit Committee (JAC) briefing on MTFP, strategic
direction, budget setting timetable.

ACO-R

01/09/2021

01/09/2021

Finance

09/09/2021

09/09/2021

Chief Finance Officer
(CFO OPCC)

09/09/2021

09/09/2021

8. Police and Crime Panel (PCP) briefing on MTFP,
planning process, strategic direction and budget setting

PCC

24/09/2021

24/09/2021

9. Produce initial budget proposal

HoF

01/10/2021

29/10/2021

10. COT briefing on updated MTFP and budget proposal
formulation

ACO-R

04/10/2021

08/10/2021

11. OPCC Management Board briefing on MTFP

CFO-OPCC

07/10/2021

07/10/2021

12. Update MTFP to reflect strategic direction following
COT briefing

HoF

11/10/2021

15/10/2021

13. CFO OPCC briefing on MTFP

ACO-R

11/10/2021

15/10/2021

14. Precept Pre-Consultation Commences

CFO OPCC

11/10/2021

15/10/2021

15. Strategic Planning Group (SPG) briefing on MTFP

HoF

13/10/2021

13/10/2021

16. Budget Setting Exercise completed in Finance

Finance & ACO-R

25/10/2021

29/10/2021

17. COT briefing on draft Gwent Police Budget Proposal

ACO-R

01/11/2021

05/11/2021

18. Chief Constable (CC) finalises Gwent Police Budget
Proposal

ACO-R

08/11/2021

12/11/2021

4. OPCC Management Board briefing on updated MTFP
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POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR GWENT
2022/23 BUDGET SETTING TIMETABLE
August 2021
TASK

ASSIGNED
TO

START

END

19. CFO OPCC briefing on Gwent Police Budget Proposal

ACO-R

08/11/2021

12/11/2021

20. OPCC Management Board briefing on updated MTFP
and consideration of Gwent Police Budget Proposal

CFO OPCC

15/11/2021

15/11/2021

21. SPB to consider and discuss Gwent Police Budget
Proposal

CFO OPCC / ACO-R

24/11/2021

24/11/2021

22. COT briefing on provisional Budget Proposal (post SPB)

ACO-R

29/11/2021

03/12/2021

23. JAC Report for circulation with provisional Budget and
Precept Proposal

HoF

01/12/2021

01/12/2021

24. PCP Finance Sub-Group meeting on MTFP and initial
budget proposal

CFO OPCC

02/12/2021

03/12/2021

25. PCP Report for circulation with provisional Budget and
Precept Proposal

HoF

03/12/2021

03/12/2021

26. JAC briefing on provisional Budget and Precept
Proposal

CFO OPCC

08/12/2021

08/12/2021

27. SPG briefing on provisional Budget and Precept
Proposal

HoF

09/12/2021

09/12/2021

28. OPCC Management Board briefing on provisional
Budget and Precept Proposal

CFO OPCC

09/12/2021

09/12/2021

29. PCP briefing on provisional Budget and Precept
Proposal

CFO OPCC

10/12/2021

10/12/2021

30. Update MTFP to reflect Provisional Settlement and
Autumn Statement announcements

HoF

20/12/2021

24/12/2021

31. COT briefing on provisional Budget and Precept
Proposal

ACO-R

10/01/2022

14/01/2022

32. CFO OPCC briefing on provisional Budget and Precept
Proposal

ACO-R

17/01/2022

17/01/2022

33. Final Police Settlement announced

Home Office / WG

17/01/2022

21/01/2022

34. OPCC Management Board briefing on provisional
Budget and Precept Proposal

CFO OPCC

21/01/2022

21/01/2022

35. Deadline for PCC to issue PCP Proposed Precept Report

PCC

21/01/2022

21/01/2022

36. MTFP updated to reflect impact of Final Police
Settlement

Finance

24/01/2022

28/01/2022

37. PCP Meeting to consider Proposed Precept Report

PCP

28/01/2022

31/01/2022
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POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR GWENT
2022/23 BUDGET SETTING TIMETABLE
August 2021
TASK

ASSIGNED
TO

START

END

38. Deadline for PCP to review and report back to PCC on
Proposed Precept Report

PCP

04/02/2022

04/02/2022

39. Undertake public consultation with non-domestic
ratepayers

OPCC

07/02/2022

07/02/2022

40. MTFP updated to reflect impact of PCP report

HoF

08/02/2022

08/02/2022

41. SPG briefing on PCC Proposed Precept Report

HoF

09/02/2022

09/02/2022

42. CFO OPCC briefing on updated MTFP

ACO-R

11/02/2022

11/02/2022

43. Draft PCC response to PCP report for circulation

CFO OPCC

11/02/2022

11/02/2022

44. Deadline for PCC to issue Revised Precept Proposal
Report to PCP

PCC

11/02/2022

11/02/2022

45. Deadline for PCP to review Revised Precept Proposal
Report and report back to PCC (Second Report)

PCP

18/02/2022

18/02/2022

46. Produce Draft Precept Notification

CFO OPCC

22/02/2022

22/02/2022

47. Draft PCC response to PCP Second Report for
circulation

CFO OPCC

22/02/2022

23/02/2022

48. Deadline for PCC to issue response to PCP Second
Report

PCC

25/02/2022

25/02/2022

49. PCC issues precept

PCC

25/02/2022

25/02/2022

50. Notification of precept to Local Authorities

PCC

25/02/2022

25/02/2022

51. Produce Final Precept Notification

CFO OPCC

25/02/2022

25/02/2022

52. Printing of precept leaflets / Publishing of on-line
Statement (tbc)

Corporate
Communications

04/03/2022

04/03/2022
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Agenda Item 14
GWENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL FORWARD WORK PROGRAMME 2021/22

24th September 2021







Gwent Police and Crime Panel Co-opted Members
PCC Update
Performance Quarter 1
Stop and Search
Cyber Crime
Police and Crime Plan

10th December 2021
•
•
•
•
•

PCC Update
Presentation on Operational Context and Requirements for the Finance
Strategy
Treasury Management Update Report
Gwent Police and Crime Panel Recorded Complaints and Conduct Matters
Register
Performance Framework Q 2 (Information Report)

28th January 2022?
•

Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent's Budget Requirement and
Council Tax Precept Proposal 2022/23.

25th March 2022
1st July 2022
Date to Be Confirmed –
Serious and Organised Crime
Gwent Police Operator Model
Roads Safety Update
Emergency Services Network (ESN)
Crime Prevention
Estates Strategy

Performance Reporting Schedule - the time period between SPB and PCP
reports deadline is approx. 1 working week.
Q1 -September
Q2- December (information only)
Q3- March
Q4-June
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Agenda Item 15
OFFICE OF THE POLICE & CRIME COMMISSIONER
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE
TITLE:

Treasury Management Annual Report 2020/21

DATE:

10th June 2021

TIMING:

Routine

PURPOSE:

For consideration

1.

RECOMMENDATION

1.1

That the Annual Treasury Management Activity Report and actual Prudential
Indicators for 2020/21 are approved.

2.

INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

2.1

Treasury Management is the management of cash flows, banking, money
market and capital market transactions and the management of the associated
risks, in the pursuit of the optimum performance or return consistent with those
risks.

1.2
2.2

The Treasury Management Annual Report is a requirement of the Police and
Crime Commissioner’s (PCC’s) statutory reporting responsibilities.

2.3

The report meets the requirements of both the Chartered Institute of Public
Finance and Accountancy’s (CIPFA) Code of Practice on Treasury
Management and the CIPFA Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local
Authorities. The PCC is required to comply with both Codes through
Regulations issued under the Local Government Act 2003.

2.4

The report covers both Treasury Management activity during 2020/21 and the
actual Prudential Indicators for 2020/21.

2.5

During 2020/21, the minimum reporting requirements were that the PCC
received an annual treasury management strategy in advance of the year, a
mid-year update report and an annual report following the year end, describing
the actual performance or activity compared to the annual strategy.

3.

ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION

3.1
3.1.1

Capital Expenditure and Financing
During each financial year the PCC incurs expenditure on acquiring and
enhancing land, buildings, vehicles and other long-term assets. These
activities are known as capital expenditure. Such expenditure may either be:
a) Financed immediately through the application of capital or revenue
resources (capital receipts, capital grants, revenue contributions etc.),
which has no resultant impact on borrowing need; or
b) If insufficient financing is available, or a decision is taken not to apply
resources, the capital expenditure will give rise to a borrowing need.
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3.1.2

Actual capital expenditure forms one of the required Prudential Indicators.
The table below shows capital expenditure in the respective years and how
this was financed. The 2020/21 Estimate of Capital expenditure is as per the
Treasury Management Strategy for 2020/21.
2019/20
Actual
£m's

2020/21
Estimate
£m's

2020/21
Actual
£m's

Capital Expenditure

9.932

28.063

15.969

Financed by:
Capital Receipts
Capital Grants and PIF Grants
Reserves
Revenue

0.000
0.459
6.578
2.895

0.000
0.539
24.879
2.645

0.000
0.121
8.951
6.897

0

0

0

Unfinanced Capital Expenditure
3.2
3.2.1

Borrowing Requirement
The PCC’s underlying need to borrow is called the Capital Financing
Requirement (CFR). This figure is a gauge of the PCC’s debt position. It
represents 2020/21 and any prior years’ capital expenditure which has not yet
been financed by revenue or other resources.

3.2.2

Part of the PCC’s treasury activity is to address this borrowing need, either
through borrowing from external bodies, or utilising temporary internal cash
resources.

3.2.3

Under treasury management arrangements, actual debt can be borrowed or
repaid at any time within the confines of the annual Treasury Management
Strategy. However, the PCC is required to make an annual revenue charge
to reduce the CFR. This statutory revenue charge is called the Minimum
Revenue Provision (MRP). The total CFR can also be reduced by:
a) The application of additional capital resources; or
b) Charging more than the statutory revenue charge (MRP) each year
through a Voluntary Revenue Provision (VRP).

3.2.4

The PCC’s CFR for the year is shown below and represents a key prudential
indicator.

Capital Financing Requirement

2019/20
Actual
£m
0
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2020/21 2020/21
Estimate
Actual
£m
£m
0
0

3.3
3.3.1

Treasury Position
Whilst the PCC’s gauge of his underlying need to borrow is the CFR, the Chief
Finance Officer for the PCC can manage the actual borrowing position by
either:
a) Borrowing to the CFR amount;
b) Choosing to utilise some temporary internal cash flow funds in lieu of
borrowing (under-borrowing); or
c) Borrowing for potential future increases in the CFR (borrowing in advance
of need).

3.3.2

The figures in this report are based on the carrying amounts borrowed and
invested and therefore reflect those figures disclosed in the Statement of
Accounts.

3.3.3

The treasury position at the 31st March 2021 compared with previous year
comparators was:
31st March 2020
Average
Interest
Principal
Rate
£m
%
Actual Borrowing Position
Fixed Rate Debt
Variable Rate Debt
Total Debt
Underlying Borrowing
Requirement (excl. PFI)
(Over) / Under Borrowing
Actual Investment Position
Fixed Interest Investments
Variable Interest Investments
Total Investments
Cash & Cash Equivalents
Net Borrowing

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

38.122
3.500
41.622

31st March 2021
Average
Interest
Principal
Rate
£m
%
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0.9
0.5

31.081
5.000
36.081

3.608

6.239

(45.230)

(42.320)

0.39
0.02

3.4
3.4.1

Prudential Indicators and Compliance Issues
Some of the Prudential Indicators provide either an overview or specific limits
on treasury activity and these are shown below:

3.4.2

Gross Borrowing and the CFR
In order to ensure that borrowing levels are prudent over the medium term,
the PCC’s borrowing must only be for a capital purpose. Gross borrowing
should not therefore, except in the short term, have exceeded the CFR for
2020/21 plus the expected changes to the CFR over 2021/22 and 2022/23 etc.
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The table below highlights the PCC’s gross borrowing position against the
CFR.

Gross Borrowing (incl. PFI)
External Borrowing (excl. PFI)
Capital Financing Requirement
(CFR)

2019/20
Actual
£m
0
0

2020/21
Estimate
£m
0
0

2020/21
Actual
£m
0
0

0

0

0

3.4.3

The above table shows that gross debt is exactly the same as the CFR and
therefore this prudential indicator has been met and reflects the
Commissioner’s decision to repay all external borrowing during 2016/17 and
the termination of the PFI contract.

3.4.4

The Authorised Limit
The Authorised Limit is the ‘Affordable Borrowing Limit’ required by Section 3
of the Local Government Act 2003. The PCC does not have the power to
borrow above this level.
The table below demonstrates that during 2020/21 the PCC maintained gross
borrowing within the Authorised Limit.

3.4.5

The Operational Boundary
The Operational Boundary is the expected borrowing position during the year.
Periods where the actual position is either below or over the Operational
Boundary are acceptable subject to the Authorised Limit not being breached.

3.4.6

Maximum Gross Borrowing
This is the Gross Borrowing at the beginning of the financial year.

3.4.7

Average Gross Borrowing
This is the average of the borrowing position at the beginning of the year and
the borrowing position at the end of the year.

Authorised Borrowing Limit
Operational Boundary
Actual Maximum Gross Borrowing Position
Average Gross Borrowing Position
Estimated Financing Costs as a % of Net Revenue Stream
Actual Financing Costs as a % of Net Revenue Stream
3.4.8

2020/21
£m
6,220
0
0
0
(0.18%)
(0.19%)

Actual financing costs as a proportion of Net Revenue Stream (NRS)
This indicator identifies the trend in the cost of capital (borrowing and other
long-term obligation costs) against the Net Revenue Stream (NRS). For the
calculation, NRS equals the Revenue Budget for the year of £138.991m.
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Actual Financing costs as a % of NRS is a negative as all external debt was
settled in 2016/17, so only investment income is included. The actual
percentage is higher than the estimated value due to slippage of capital
programme schemes into 2021/22 and beyond. In addition, the actual interest
rate received on investments was higher than forecast.
3.4.9

On the 23rd March 2021 there was a breach in the current bank account, due
to the fault of Thurrock Council not repaying a £3m loan on the day it was due.
Thurrock Council admitted its liability and were charged the overdraft fees for
this breach and were reminded about timely repayment. The internal process
has been reviewed and it is planned to introduce a 10 a.m. deadline, whereby
the finance officers will contact the counterparties if cash has not arrived in the
Commissioner’s bank account. There will also be a workshop to further review
the current process and share the experience of the more experienced
members of staff.

3.5
3.5.1

Economic Background and Interest Rates
The 2020/21 financial year was dominated by the Coronavirus pandemic and
the damage that it did to world economies through lockdowns. This led Central
Banks around the world to take emergency action in March 2020 to support
economies, by reducing central rates to near zero or further into negative
territory; and to embark on quantitative easing.

3.5.2

Governments also took major fiscal action to stimulate their economies and to
protect jobs from being lost. In the UK, the Bank of England cut Bank Rate
from 0.75% first, to 0.25% and then to 0.10% in March 2020. It definitively
ruled out using a negative Bank Rate at its February 2021 meeting, at least
during the current downturn. The Federal Reserve in the US also cut the
Federal Rate to near zero, while the European Central Bank called a halt at
(0.50%). The net result was that gilt yields fell to historically low levels, indeed
as late as 31st December 2020 all gilt yields from 1 to 8 years were negative.

3.5.3

The US and UK have followed similar paths during this year and have both
made rapid progress during the spring of 2021 with rolling out vaccines and
getting a high take up, so that around half of all adults had received one
vaccination by the end of March 2021. This will enable a rapid easing of
restrictions on the economy and personal life. In addition, fiscal action by both
Governments has poured support into the economy. In the US, a $900bn fiscal
support package in December 2020 was followed by a $1.9trn (8.8% of GDP)
stimulus package in March 2021. In the UK, the March 2021 Budget provided
yet another round of economic support.
In addition, there has been a
significant shift in the policy for implementing Central Bank’s mandates on
inflation and full employment in 2020/21. The Federal Reserve agreed at its
September 2020 meeting to target average inflation of 2%; meaning that it
would tolerate inflation rising above 2% for periods, in order to offset periods
when it was running below 2%. The Bank of England adopted a similar policy
at its 5th November 2020 meeting. Gilt yields first started a sharp rise in the
UK after the 5th February 2021 Monetary Policy Meeting (which ruled out using
a negative Bank Rate). However, the rapidly improving economic outlook
during the final two months of 2020/21 stoked concerns in financial markets in
the UK and the US, that both Central Banks would have to raise central rates
quicker than previously expected and also led to bond yields rising to allow for
higher expected rates of inflation. Neither Central Bank made any comments
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that they would take action to suppress the sharp rise in bond yields, especially
in medium and long-term yields.
3.5.4

The story has been very different in the EU, with both the roll out and take up
of vaccines being disappointingly slow at a time during March 2021, when
many countries were experiencing a sharp rise in cases. This rise has
threatened to overwhelm hospitals in some major countries and has led to
renewed severe restrictions or lockdowns during March 2021. This will
inevitably put back economic recovery and a return to pre-pandemic levels is
not expected now until the second half of 2022. Bond yields in the EU have
therefore not risen as sharply as in the US and the UK.

3.5.5

As for investment rates, short term rates plunged after the Bank Rate was cut
to 0.10% in March 2020. Six-month to one-year rates progressively declined
during the year until nearly all rates were around, or marginally below zero by
31st December 2020 - since then they have risen marginally. As for equity
markets, the FTSE 100 plunged to a low of just under 5,000 in March 2020.
Since then it has gradually recovered to end at 6,713 at the 31st March 2021.

3.6
3.6.1

Investment Position
Investment Policy – The PCC’s investment policy is governed by the Welsh
Government, which has been implemented in the annual investment strategy.

3.6.2

Resources – The PCC’s longer-term cash balances comprise primarily of
revenue and capital resources, although these will be influenced by cash flow
considerations. The PCC’s core cash resources were comprised as follows;
and these represent the total funds available for investment:

General Reserves
Earmarked Reserves
Provisions
Useable Capital Receipts
Total

2019/20
£m
4.000
39.609
1.417
2.498
47.524

2020/21
£m
4.000
35.310
1.537
2.498
43.345

3.6.3

Investments Held by the PCC - The PCC concluded the year with a balance
of £36.081m of internally managed funds, which compares with a budget
assumption of £25.972m as per the annual Treasury Management Strategy.
The difference between the budget and actual position is explained by
slippage of capital programme schemes into 2020/21 and beyond (particularly
in relation to the replacement of HQ) and in-year savings against budget which
has resulted in surplus funds available for investment purposes.

3.6.4

These internally managed funds received an average return of 0.64%
compared to a budget assumption of 0.60%. The comparable performance
indicator is the average 7-day LIBID rate, which was 0.04%. The budget
assumption of 0.60% average return reflected a different mix of investments
between fixed and variable deposits.

3.7

Regulatory Framework, Risk and Performance
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3.7.1

The PCC’s treasury management activities are regulated by a variety of
professional codes, statutes and guidance:
a) CIPFA’s Treasury Management Code of Practice (2017 Edition);
b) CIPFA Guide for Chief Financial Officers on Treasury Management
in Local Authorities;
c) CIPFA Standard of Professional Practice on Treasury Management;
d) The Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities (2017
Edition);
e) Local Government Act 2003;
f) Bank of England Non-Investment Products Code (2011);
g) Standing Orders relating to Contracts;
h) Financial Standing Orders, Regulations and Procedures;
i) The Commissioner’s Manual of Corporate Governance and Scheme
of Delegation; and
j) Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFiD II).

3.7.2

The PCC complied with all of the above relevant statutory and regulatory
requirements which require the PCC to identify and, where possible, quantify
the levels of risk associated with his treasury management activities. In
particular his adoption and implementation of both the Prudential Code and
the Code of Practice for Treasury Management means both that his capital
expenditure is prudent, affordable and sustainable; and his treasury practices
demonstrate a low risk approach.

4.
4.1

NEXT STEPS
A Treasury Management update report, reviewing performance for the first six
months of 2021/22 will be presented to the Joint Audit Committee in December
2021.

5.
5.1

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
These are detailed in the report.

6.
6.1

PERSONNEL CONSIDERATIONS
There are no staffing/personnel implications arising from this report.

7.
7.1

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no legal implications arising from this report.

8.
8.1

EQUALITIES AND HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
This proposal has been considered against the general duty to promote
equality, as stipulated under the Strategic Equality Plan and has been
assessed not to discriminate against any particular group.
In preparing this report, consideration has been given to the requirements of
the Articles contained in the European Convention on Human Rights and the
Human Rights Act 1998.

8.2

9.
9.1

RISK
Treasury management can never be risk free. In borrowing, the risk is that
the PCC incurs a higher interest charge than was necessary and in lending
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there is the risk of default on repayment and the risk that a better rate of
interest could have been achieved from an alternative borrower with
acceptable credit status. Adherence to the CIPFA Code of Practice on
Treasury Management is best practice in terms of balancing risk and return.
10.
10.1

PUBLIC INTEREST
This is a public document.

11.
11.1

CONTACT OFFICER
Darren Garwood-Pask, Chief Finance Officer.

12.

ANNEXES

12.1

None.
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Agenda Item 16

Public Safety Group
Home Office
6th Floor, 2 Marsham Street
London
SW1P 4DF
pccreview@homeoffice.gov.uk

31 August 2020

Dear Colleague
As you may be aware, we announced Part Two of the Government’s Review into the
role of Police and Crime Commissioners on 27 July 2021. The terms of reference for
Part Two are published here: Terms of reference: Police and Crime Commissioner
Review Part 2 (accessible) - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
We are keen to engage with key policing and wider partners as part of this Review. I
am writing to invite you to submit a response to our call for evidence. Responses will
be analysed by our Review team and used to inform further evidence gathering and
the shaping of our final recommendations.
Background Information
Recommendations from Part One of the Review were published in a Written
Ministerial Statement, laid by the Home Secretary in March 2021 and suggested
ways to sharpen the accountability, visibility and transparency of PCCs, as well as
considering their role in strengthening fire governance and progression of the
Government’s longer-term ambitions on mayoral devolution. Those
recommendations are now being implemented, with support from our policing
partners.
Part Two of the Review will now focus on ensuring PCCs have the tools and levers
they need to equip them to fight crime, drugs misuse and antisocial behaviour. We
will do this by assessing the role of PCCs in offender management and local
partnerships. We will also examine the role that PCCs play in maintaining public
confidence in policing and in tackling crime and antisocial behaviour, with a focus on
the activities and reporting that can address the public’s priorities, including the
implementation of an effective Community Trigger Process.
This next stage will also build on the work started in Part One of the Review,
ensuring effective scrutiny and complaint measures are in place for the model. From
an accountability standpoint, we will consider how PCCs use data to ensure the
effective delivery of policing services in their area and will consider the merits and
demerits of introducing recall for very serious breaches of behaviour.
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Next Steps
We are seeking responses to the key themes and questions annexed to this
document, and we also welcome any other additions to the below questions, within
the remit of the Review’s terms of reference. The Review team can be contacted on
pccreview@homeoffice.gov.uk for further background information.
We would be grateful if your written submission is sent to the same email address by
30 September 2020.

Phil Lawley
Head of Police Strategy and Reform Unit
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Annex A
Review into the role of Police and Crime Commissioners (Part Two)
Call for evidence
The following sets out the seven key areas we will focus on during Part Two of the
Review to ensure PCCs have the tools and levers they need to better equip them to
fight crime and consider the current scrutiny mechanisms of the PCC model.

1. Offender Management
The role of PCCs in offender management aligned to existing operating models,
working alongside the Ministry of Justice and the Probation Service.
•

What do you see as the areas where PCCs and the Probation service can work
more effectively together?

•

Do you think there is a greater role for PCCs to play in the co-commissioning of
probation initiatives? Do you think they have the tools and levers to cocommission effectively?

•

How could data sharing between PCCs and the Probation Service be improved?

•

Do you think PCCs should play a greater role in consulting communities on, and
the provision of, unpaid work opportunities?

•

What else do you think PCCs could do to provide strategic leadership and wider
system accountability in relation to probation and offender management?

2. Partnerships
The role of PCCs in the partnership landscape and an assessment of whether their
current set of tools and levers are sufficient to drive and co-ordinate local activity to
reduce crime, combat drugs misuse and tackle anti-social behaviour. The Review
will focus on Local Criminal Justice Boards, Community Safety Partnerships and
Violence Reduction Units.
•

What do you see as the barriers/challenges to effective partnership working?
More specifically, are there any challenges presented by the structures and
geographical alignment of the partnerships in scope?

•

How do the partnerships in scope of the Review support PCCs in co-ordinating a
CJS/Public safety wide response to local issues?
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•

How is data shared and used across and between the partnerships in scope, and
could it be improved?

•

How effective are the partnerships in scope at co-ordinating and convening
activity to tackle issues of local concern, including anti-social behaviour? Could
this be improved and what are the barriers?

3. Public Confidence
The role of PCCs in securing and maintaining public confidence in policing and
tackling crime and anti-social behaviour: the review will focus on activities and
reporting that can address the public’s priorities, help build mutual respect and
greater understanding of the work that is conducted in the force area – on tackling
anti-social behaviour, this will include the PCC role in implementing an effective
community trigger process.
•

What more can PCCs do to build confidence, mutual respect and understanding
with the public in relation to the work the police are doing to tackle crime?

•

How successfully are PCCs using the public’s views on priorities for tackling
crime and anti-social behaviour when holding Chief Constables to account for
their force’s performance?

•

How effective are PCCs in ensuring victims of crime are satisfied with the service
provided by the police, including holding Chief Constables to account for ensuring
the public have confidence in crime reporting and the crime recording process?

•

How can PCCs (with partners as appropriate) improve public awareness of how
to report anti-social behaviour and build confidence in the police’s response to it?

•

What role are PCCs currently playing in the Community Trigger process? How
could this role be developed and how could the HO, and the wider sector, support
this?

4. Efficiency & Data
How PCCs use data in holding Chief Constables to account for the efficient and
effective delivery of policing services in their respective areas, including how data is
fed into centrally-held databases and is utilised by the Home Office and relevant
policing partners to reduce crime.
•

What are the key challenges for PCCs and others in the policing sector in
collecting, accessing and utilising data to drive efficiency and effectiveness?

•

What are the key indicators and datasets, and how do PCCs use them, to secure
an efficient and effective police force for their area and hold Chief Constables to
account for the running of the force?
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•

How can the Home Office and others in the policing sector support PCCs and
policing partners to better access high-quality data, interpret data and use data to
drive efficiency and effectiveness?

5. Police and Crime Panels
Consideration of the current Police and Crime Panel model, specifically the benefits
of independent members, identifying and securing the right skillsets and options to
strengthen panel support.
•

How might we build on the strengths and address the weaknesses of the existing
scrutiny model to provide for a more consistent approach across Panels?

•

What are the potential benefits/disadvantages to introducing independent chairs
and/or more independent members on Panels?

•

Do Panels have access to adequate support and information to carry out effective
scrutiny? How can Panel support be strengthened?

•

Would a regional approach lead to a more efficient and effective approach to
scrutiny and Panel support?

•

How do we ensure PFCPs have the right skills and experience to effectively
scrutinise PFCCs’ fire responsibilities?

6. IOPC & Complaints
Reviewing the existing mechanisms for investigating complaints and allegations
against PCCs including the role of the IOPC in assessing criminal wrongdoings
against PCCs and issues relating to vexatious and unfounded complaints.
•

What do you think works well in respect of the existing legislative and
administrative frameworks for dealing with complaints against PCCs? What
doesn’t work well?

•

Are there any improvements or changes that should be made to the existing
system?

•

Should non-serious/non-criminal complaints continue to be handled by the local
Police and Crime Panel or by another body?

•

What role (if any) should the IOPC play in the PCC complaints system?

•

If you have direct experience of dealing with complaints about PCCs, what
proportion would you consider to be vexatious, oppressive, repetitive or otherwise
an abuse of process?

7. Recall
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Considering the merits and demerits of introducing recall for PCCs for very serious
breaches of behaviour, including what might be a suitable trigger mechanism.
•

What do you see as the potential benefits/disbenefits of introducing a Recall
mechanism for PCCs?

•

What would an appropriate recall trigger mechanism look like in relation to
PCCs?

•

What, in your opinion, would constitute a very serious breach of behaviour that
wouldn’t already trigger the disqualification rules?
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